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Abstract

The GEp-III and GEp-2γ experiments, carried out in Jefferson Lab’s Hall C from 2007-2008, consisted of measurements
of polarization transfer in elastic electron-proton scattering at momentum transfers of Q2 = 2.5, 5.2, 6.8, and 8.54
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GeV2. These measurements were carried out to improve knowledge of the proton electromagnetic form factor ratio
R = µpG

p
E/G

p
M at large values of Q2 and to search for effects beyond the Born approximation in polarization transfer

observables at Q2 = 2.5 GeV2. The final results of both experiments were reported in a recent archival publication. A
full reanalysis of the data from both experiments was carried out in order to reduce the systematic and, for the GEp-2γ
experiment, statistical uncertainties. This technical note provides additional details of the final analysis omitted from
the main publication, including the final evaluation of the systematic uncertainties.

Keywords: Proton Form Factors, Magnetic spectrometer, Electromagnetic calorimeter, Proton polarimeter,
Polarization Transfer Method, Spin Transport

1. Introduction1

Experiments E04-108 and E04-019, commonly known2

as “GEp-III” and “GEp-2γ”, respectively, ran in Jeffer-3

son Lab’s experimental Hall C from October 2007 to June4

2008. The GEp-III experiment, the results of which were5

originally published in Ref. [2], aimed at measuring the6

proton’s electromagnetic form factor ratio µp
Gp

E

Gp
M

to the7

highest possible Q2, given the maximum electron beam en-8

ergy of 5.71 GeV available at the time. The objective of the9

GEp-2γ experiment, originally published in Ref. [3], was10

to perform precise (. 1% total uncertainty) measurements11

of the ε dependence of the ratio Pt/P` ∝ GpE/GpM , and the12

ratio P`/P
Born
` of the longitudinal polarization transfer13

component to its Born approximation value, at a fixed Q2
14

of 2.5 GeV2, with the goal of searching for experimental15

signatures of effects beyond the Born approximation at16

a Q2 where the extractions of GpE/G
p
M from Rosenbluth17

separations and polarization observables disagree. For a18

recent overview of nucleon electromagnetic form factors,19

see, e.g., Ref. [4] and references therein. The experiments20

used a combination of baseline Hall C equipment and new21

detectors that were constructed for the express purpose of22

facilitating the measurements in question. A final analy-23

sis of the data from both experiments was carried out to24

reduce the systematic and statistical uncertainties of the25

data. The final results of both experiments were recently26

reported in an archival publication [1]. The kinematics27

and results of the measurements, the details of the appa-28

ratus, the theoretical formalism of elastic electron-proton29

scattering, and the major aspects of the data analysis are30

described in detail in the main body of the archival pub-31

lication [1]. The purpose of this document is to provide32

additional details of the data analysis that go beyond the33

scope of the main publication, including significant im-34

provements to the analysis since the original publication35

of both experiments. This technical document is intended36

to be read as a companion to the archival publication [1],37

and as such, assumes a basic familiarity with the back-38

ground material presented in Ref. [1] on the part of the39

reader. It is organized as follows:40

• Section 2 gives an overview of the reconstruction of41

events, including calibrations of the detectors and42

the spectrometer optics, emphasizing the reconstruc-43

tion algorithms, calibration procedures, and perfor-44

mance of the detector systems that were newly con-45

structed for these experiments.46

• Section 3 provides additional details of the elastic47

event selection procedure.48

• Section 4 details several data quality checks for the49

maximum-likelihood estimators that confirm the va-50

lidity of the extraction method.51

• Section 5 details the evaluation of the final system-52

atic uncertainties of the main physics results.53

• Section 6 presents a summary and conclusion of this54

work.55

2. Overview of Event Reconstruction56

In both experiments, the polarized electron beam of57

Jefferson Lab’s Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Fa-58

cility (CEBAF) [5, 6] was scattered from a liquid hydrogen59

target in experimental Hall C. Elastically scattered elec-60

trons were detected in a large-acceptance electromagnetic61

calorimeter called “BigCal” in coincidence with elastically62

scattered protons detected by the Hall C High Momentum63

Spectrometer (HMS), equipped with a double focal plane64

polarimeter (FPP) to measure the polarization of the re-65

coiling protons. The decoding of the raw data is described66

in Ref. [7]. A brief overview of the event reconstruction67

procedures is given in this document, including detector68

calibrations, reconstruction algorithms, and a summary of69

the detector performance, including the new detectors that70

were constructed for these measurements, particularly in71

areas where the final analysis differs from the original anal-72

ysis. More detailed descriptions of the event reconstruc-73

tion algorithms and calibration procedures for the original74

analysis can be found in the Ph.D. thesis [7].75

Event reconstruction for the proton arm includes de-76

termination of the “start time” of an event from the anal-77

ysis of the fast signals from the HMS trigger scintillators,78

pattern recognition and track reconstruction in the drift79

chambers of the HMS, FPP1 and FPP2, reconstruction of80

the proton kinematics from the known transport matrix81

of the HMS, and computation of the proton spin trans-82

port matrix through the HMS magnetic elements from the83

reconstructed proton kinematics. For the electron arm,84

event reconstruction involves determination of the detected85
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electron’s energy, its impact coordinates at the surface of86

BigCal, and its timing relative to the event start time,87

defined for real coincidence events by the HMS trigger.88

Combined with the reconstructed position of the interac-89

tion vertex from the HMS, the measured electron coor-90

dinates at the surface of BigCal are used to reconstruct91

the electron scattering angles. This section presents some92

details of the calibration procedures and reconstruction al-93

gorithms for the main detector systems.94

2.1. TRANSPORT coordinate system95

The proton’s trajectory as it exits the hydrogen target96

and as it is measured by the HMS drift chambers is de-97

scribed in a coordinate system that is fixed with respect to98

the HMS optical axis, hereafter referred to as the TRANS-99

PORT coordinate system. In this coordinate system, the100

+z axis is along the HMS optical axis in the direction of101

particle motion, the +x axis lies in the dispersive plane102

in the direction of increasing particle momentum (verti-103

cally downward), and the +y axis lies in the non-dispersive104

plane such that the (x, y, z) axes form a right-handed,105

Cartesian coordinate system, as shown in Fig. 1. Since106

the HMS is on the right side of the beam, the +y axis of107

the TRANSPORT system at the target points in the direc-108

tion of decreasing scattering angles in the horizontal plane,109

as shown in Fig. 2. Figure 3 illustrates the definition of110

xtar. In the “target” coordinate system, the z = 0 plane111

is perpendicular to the HMS optical axis and contains the112

origin of Hall C (the center of the spectrometer pivot).113

The proton’s trajectory at the target (ztar = 0) is de-114

scribed by five parameters (xtar, ytar, x
′
tar, y

′
tar, δ), where115

xtar and ytar are the coordinates, x′tar = dx
dz and y′tar = dy

dz116

are the track slopes and δ ≡ 100× p−p0
p0

is the percentage117

deviation of the particle momentum from the HMS cen-118

tral momentum setting. The origin of the HMS detector119

or “focal plane” coordinate system lies approximately 25120

meters downstream of the origin of Hall C along the HMS121

central ray, as depicted in Fig. 1.122

The z = 0 plane of the detector coordinate system lies123

between the two HMS drift chambers and approximately124

coincides with the focal point of the HMS when operated125

in its standard tune. The focal-plane coordinate system126

is rotated vertically upward by the 25-degree central bend127

angle of the HMS relative to the target coordinate system,128

as shown in Fig. 1. The proton’s trajectory as measured129

by the HMS drift chambers is described by the four param-130

eters (xfp, yfp, x
′
fp, y

′
fp), where xfp and yfp are the track131

coordinates at z = 0, and x′fp ≡ dx/dz and y′fp ≡ dy/dz132

are the track slopes. Hereafter, the term “TRANSPORT”133

will be used generically to refer to both the “target” and134

“focal-plane” coordinate systems of the HMS, and the sub-135

scripts “tar” and “fp” will be used to distinguish between136

the two. We will also occasionally refer to trajectory an-137

gles θ = arctan(x′) ≈ x′ and φ = arctan(y′) ≈ y′ instead138

of the slopes x′ and y′ for either the “focal-plane” or “tar-139

get” trajectories. Because |x′| and |y′| are small within the140

HMS acceptance, the small-angle approximation is valid141

and the trajectory slopes and angles can be used more or142

less interchangeably.143

2.2. HMS scintillator reconstruction144

The time at which the proton track crossed the HMS145

focal plane is reconstructed from the fast timing signals146

provided by the trigger scintillator planes. Only the “S1X”147

and “S1Y” planes (see Ref. [1] for definitions) were used148

in the timing reconstruction, as the timing resolution of149

the “S0” plane installed upstream of the HMS drift cham-150

bers was too poor to meaningfully improve the resolution.151

The reconstruction proceeds in two iterations. In the first152

iteration, which occurs prior to tracking, the scintillator153

signals are analyzed assuming that the detected particle is154

a proton moving along the central trajectory of the HMS155

at the central momentum. The results from the first iter-156

ation define a reference time for the measurement of drift157

times in the HMS and FPP drift chambers. In the second158

iteration, the results are refined using the reconstructed159

track information, again assuming that the detected par-160

ticle is a proton.161

For each scintillator paddle pointed to by the best pro-162

ton track reconstructed from the HMS drift chamber sig-163

nals, a final corrected time at the HMS focal plane was164

determined by correcting the raw TDC signals from the165

PMTs for the effective average light propagation delay in166

the paddles2, the time walk due to the pulse height de-167

pendence of the time at which the signal crossed the fixed168

discriminator threshold, a constant offset to account for169

channel-to-channel variations in cable and electronic de-170

lays, and the particle time-of-flight from the HMS focal171

plane to the scintillator paddle, again assuming the parti-172

cle is a proton, a good assumption in the context of this173

analysis. The parameters describing each correction for174

each PMT/paddle were determined in a calibration proce-175

dure described in Ref. [7]. As shown in Fig. 4, the typical176

per-PMT timing resolution achieved after all corrections177

was approximately 250 ps, implying ∼125 ps resolution for178

the average of all four PMTs attached to the two paddles179

pointed to by the track3. The effectively realized timing180

resolution varied slightly with experiment conditions, but181

never exceeded 350 ps per PMT in any configuration. The182

average of all focal plane times measured by PMTs on183

paddles pointed to by the reconstructed track was then184

corrected for the variation in time of flight of the proton185

from the target to the focal plane as a function of the re-186

constructed kinematics using a standard parametrization187

based on the HMS COSY model [8] for comparison to the188

timing of the scattered electron shower in BigCal. More189

2For paddles with PMTs at both ends firing,
3Approximately 1/8 of tracks pass through three scintillator pad-

dles, because the S1X (S1Y) paddles are staggered and interleaved
such that they overlap by approximately 1/8th of their width along
the x (y) direction. An even smaller fraction pass through four pad-
dles, firing eight PMTs.
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tar+z

tar+x

fp+z

fp+x

HMS central ray

° = 25bendΘ
Q1 Q2 Q3

D

Figure 1: Sketch of the HMS magnet layout illustrating the definition of the HMS central ray (black dotted curve) and the relation between
“target” and “focal plane” TRANSPORT coordinate systems. Magnet sizes, shapes, and positions are not to scale, and are merely drawn for
illustrative purposes. The +y axis of both the “target” and “focal plane” coordinate systems points into the page in this figure.

tar+zvertex+z

tar
+y

vertex
+y

tarz

tar
y

HMSΘ

vertexz

Figure 2: Horizontal (yz) plane projection of the TRANSPORT
coordinate system at the target, as viewed from above. ΘHMS is
the HMS central angle. The +xtar axis points into the page in
this figure. The box (not to scale) indicates the cylindrical liquid
hydrogen target cell with downstream offset of the target center with
respect to the origin. The +zvertex axis indicates the (nominal)
beam direction. The black dotted line is the yz-plane projection of
a trajectory originating at zvertex with a non-zero y′tar. Red dashed
lines illustrate the definitions of ytar = zvertex sin ΘHMS − y′tarztar
and ztar = zvertex cos ΘHMS . The blue dot-dashed line illustrates
the definition of zvertex. The beam in this example is assumed to
be horizontally centered with respect to the origin (yvertex = 0).

tar+z

tar+x

tarz

tarx

Figure 3: Vertical (xz) plane projection of the TRANSPORT coor-
dinate system at the target, viewed from the side, perpendicular to
the HMS optical axis. The +ytar axis points into the page in this
figure. The box indicates the projection of the target length along
the ztar axis. The black dotted line is the xz-plane projection of a
trajectory originating from a scattering event occurring at ztar with
a non-zero x′tar. Red dashed lines indicate the definitions of ztar
and xtar = −x′tarztar (assuming a vertically centered beam; i.e.,
xvertex = 0).
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Figure 4: Difference between individual corrected PMT hit times
and the average corrected time of all other PMT hits on scintillators
pointed to by the same track, for elastically scattered protons at a
central momentum of 3.59 GeV (Q2 = 5.2 GeV2 setting).

details of the scintillator reconstruction can be found in190

Ref. [7].191

2.3. HMS drift chamber tracking192

The design of the HMS drift chamber pair is discussed193

in detail in Ref. [9]. The HMS tracking system consists of194

two identical planar drift chambers, spaced approximately195

80 cm apart along the HMS optical axis. Each chamber196

consists of six wire planes with four different wire orienta-197

tions, with a stacking order along z of XY UV Y X. The198

X(Y ) planes, of which there are two in each chamber, mea-199

sure the x(y) coordinate, while the U and V planes mea-200

sure the coordinates at ±15◦ angles relative to the x axis.201

The HMS drift chamber signals were read out by LeCroy202

model 1877 Fastbus multihit TDCs operated in common203

stop mode [7]. Potentially useful hits for tracking were204

selected by rejecting hits with raw TDC values outside a205

broad window encompassing the allowed range of arrival206

times for hits caused by the primary track responsible for207

the HMS trigger. To the extent that there are multiple208

hits on the same wire in the same event within the allowed209

window (a relatively rare occurence under the conditions of210

these experiments), the time of the earliest hit is retained211

for further analysis. During pattern recognition, the drift212

time and drift distance are computed independently for213

each wire in each potentially valid track combination in214

which it appears. The track-independent contribution to215

the measured drift time for each wire is obtained from the216

raw TDC value by subtracting the “start time” determined217

on the first iteration of the HMS hodoscope reconstruc-218

tion described in Section 2.2 and a per-wire zero offset219

that aligns the drift time spectra of all individual wires220

in a common window for the time-to-distance conversion.221

The small correction to the drift time for particle time of222

flight between different planes is effectively absorbed into223

the zero offset for each wire, which is calibrated separately224

for each kinematic setting. Using the approximate posi-225

tion of each candidate track at each plane based on the fit226

to wire positions alone with no timing information, drift227

times are then corrected for the signal propagation delay228

from the position along the wire where the track crossed229

the plane to the front-end electronics. The drift distance is230

determined from the corrected drift time by mapping the231

observed corrected drift time spectrum of hits included232

in final tracks onto a uniform drift distance distribution233

within a drift cell. The time-to-distance calibration was234

performed separately for each wire plane for each data ac-235

quisition run.236

A detailed description of the HMS drift chamber pat-237

tern recognition and tracking algorithm specific to the238

GEp-III and GEp-2γ experiments can be found in [7]. Sev-239

eral modifications relative to the “standard” HMS track-240

ing algorithm were implemented for this analysis (and the241

analysis leading to the originally published results). These242

included fixing a bug in the existing tracking code that in-243

creased the probability of an incorrect solution of the left-244

right ambiguity at high rates, and adding an improved245

method for solving the left-right ambiguity by considering246

one-dimensional projections of the track along the xz and247

yz planes separately.248

Following pattern recognition, all potentially valid wire249

combinations in each drift chamber are fitted individually250

with straight lines referred to as “track stubs”, and all251

combinations of one “stub” from each chamber whose fit-252

ted track parameters agree to within tolerances chosen to253

optimize the tracking efficiency and accuracy within the in-254

teresting range of track parameters are considered as can-255

didates for full track fitting. A “full track” candidate con-256

sists of a combination of 10-12 hits in unique wire planes,257

with 5-6 hits from each drift chamber. In the “standard”258

HMS tracking algorithm, the wire positions, drift distances259

and left-right combinations of the hits are taken from the260

pattern recognition/stub fit results, and a straight line fit261

to all the hit positions is performed, assuming the left-262

right combinations from the “stub” fits are correct. In the263

GEp-III/GEp-2γ analyses, the determination of the best264

left-right combination of the hits was further refined for265

full track candidates with hits in at least 3 of 4 planes in266

both the x and y directions. For full track candidates sat-267

isfying this condition, the projection of the track along the268

xz(yz) plane was fitted to the x(y) hits considered in iso-269

lation and used to fix the left-right combinations of these270

hits. Then, the x and y hits were combined and re-fitted,271

and the resulting track used to fix the left-right combi-272

nation of the u and v planes (if applicable). Finally, the273

full track was re-fitted using all available hits, with the274

left-right combination of all hits fixed by this procedure.275

If the new left-right solution improved the χ2/ndf of the276

track compared to the initial solution from the “stub” fits,277

it was kept. Otherwise, the original solution was retained.278

This procedure significantly improved the tracking resolu-279

tion compared to the “standard” HMS tracking algorithm,280

especially under high-rate conditions.281
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The final per-plane coordinate resolution, as measured282

by the tracking residuals, was approximately 280 µm for283

2 GeV protons [7]. This corresponds to a per-drift cham-284

ber spatial resolution of approximately 140 µm (200 µm)285

in xfp(yfp) and a resulting resolution of 0.24 (0.35) mrad286

in the track slopes x′fp and y′fp. The resolution of the re-287

constructed proton trajectory angles at the target depends288

additionally on the optical magnification of the resolution289

of the drift chambers and the additional smearing of the290

proton trajectory by multiple scattering in the 1-cm-thick291

“S0” trigger scintillator installed upstream of the HMS292

drift chambers. Compared to the standard HMS configu-293

ration with no extra materials between the exit window of294

the HMS vacuum and the drift chambers, multiple scatter-295

ing in S0 made the HMS angular resolution roughly a fac-296

tor of 3 worse at the lowest momentum setting correspond-297

ing to Q2 = 2.5 GeV2 (proton momentum pp = 2.07 GeV),298

and about a factor of 1.4 worse at the highest momentum299

setting corresponding to Q2 = 8.5 GeV2 (pp = 5.41 GeV).300

On the other hand, the effect of S0 on the HMS momentum301

resolution was negligible, since the momentum reconstruc-302

tion is mainly sensitive to the position of the proton at the303

HMS focal plane, rather than the slope of its trajectory.304

It is worth noting that the exclusivity cuts applied to305

select elastic events (see Ref. [1] and section 3 for detailed306

discussions) reject events in which the proton scatters by307

large angles in S0 prior to being tracked, suppressing any308

significant false asymmetry arising from spin-dependent309

scattering in S0, since any such asymmetry must vanish310

in the limit ϑ → 0 by definition. All applied exclusivity311

cuts are symmetric about the elastic peak and sufficiently312

loose (±3σ) to prevent the introduction of any significant313

left-right or up-down bias of the selection of elastic events314

by scattering direction in S0, such that any residual false315

asymmetry arising from spin-dependent scattering in S0316

is strongly suppressed. Since the asymmetry of interest is317

that of the secondary scattering in the CH2 analyzers of318

the FPP, the only observable effect of any spin-dependent319

scattering in S0 would be an asymmetry in the number320

of protons incident on the FPP for positive and nega-321

tive beam helicities, which does not noticeably affect the322

extraction of the polarization transfer observables in any323

case. In practice, no statistically significant asymmetry in324

the number of incident protons between positive and nega-325

tive beam helicities was observed for any of the kinematics326

after all exclusivity cuts were applied, confirming that any327

effects of spin-dependent scattering in S0 were negligible.328

2.4. HMS optics calibration329

The precise measurement of the proton’s coordinates330

and trajectory at the HMS focal plane is combined with331

the knowledge of the transport matrix of the HMS to re-332

construct the proton kinematics at the target. In principle,333

the problem of reconstructing the target coordinates from334

the focal-plane coordinates requires solving a system of335

four equations in five unknowns, and is therefore under-336

determined (see section 2.1 for parameter definitions). In337

practice, a one-to-one mapping between target coordinates338

and focal-plane coordinates exists when one of the target339

coordinates is fixed. For a thin target located at the cen-340

tral pivot of Hall C, the vertical spectrometer coordinate341

xtar is fixed by the vertical beam position on target. For342

extended targets such as the 20-cm liquid hydrogen cell343

used in this experiment, xtar varies significantly with the344

position of the interaction vertex and the proton trajectory345

slope in the dispersive plane (see Fig. 3):346

xtar = −ybeam − x′tarzvertex cos(Θ), (1)

where ybeam is the vertical beam position on target (in the347

“Hall C” coordinate system with +y vertically upward),348

zvertex is the position of the interaction vertex along the349

beam direction, and Θ is the central scattering angle of the350

HMS. The vertical angular acceptance of the HMS is ap-351

proximately ±70 mrad when used with the larger of its two352

acceptance-defining octagonal collimators as in this exper-353

iment. The center of the 20-cm hydrogen target cell used354

for most kinematic settings was offset by 3.84 cm down-355

stream from the origin to accommodate electron scattering356

angles up to 120 degrees using the standard Hall C scat-357

tering chamber exit window. In the most extreme case, at358

Q2 = 8.5 GeV2 with Θ = 11.6 deg., xtar can differ from359

−ybeam by up to 1 cm for extreme rays. This uncertainty360

in xtar significantly affects the reconstruction of both x′tar361

and δ for an extended target, as the first-order sensitivities362

are (dx′tar/dxtar, dδ/dxtar) ≈ (1 mrad/mm, 0.08%/mm).363

The optical design of the HMS largely decouples the mea-364

surement of zvertex from the measurement of x′tar, such365

that the accuracy of the reconstruction can be significantly366

improved with a small number of subsequent iterations in367

which the knowledge of xtar is refined using the recon-368

structed values of x′tar and zvertex from the previous iter-369

ation.370

The transport matrix of the HMS consists of an inde-371

pendent polynomial expansion of each target coordinate to372

be reconstructed in terms of the four measured focal-plane373

coordinates and the “known” value of xtar:374




x′tar
y′tar
ytar
δ


 =

i+j+k+`+m≤n∑

i,j,k,`,m=0




Cijk`mx′

Cijk`my′

Cijk`my

Cijk`mδ


Tijk`m, (2)

Tijk`m = (xfp)
i(yfp)

j(x′fp)
k(y′fp)

`(xtar)
m

The order n of the expansion is arbitrary, but is typically375

chosen to be either 5 or 6 depending on experimental re-376

quirements for accuracy and acceptance. For this experi-377

ment, a sixth-order expansion was used for the reconstruc-378

tion of x′tar, y
′
tar and ytar, while an existing fifth-order ex-379

pansion was used for the reconstruction of δ. The main ad-380

vantage of the polynomial expansion (2) is that χ2 is a lin-381

ear function of the parameters, such that the least-squares382

solution for the expansion coefficients can be found us-383

ing computationally inexpensive linear-algebra techniques384

such as singular-value decomposition.385
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While many calibrations and optimizations of the HMS386

optics have been performed in the past (see [8] for a repre-387

sentative example), no previous experiment had used the388

HMS with such a long target, particularly with the large389

downstream offset of the 20-cm liquid hydrogen cell used390

in this experiment. For this reason, pre-existing versions391

of the HMS transport matrix, optimized for experiments392

with much thinner targets, did a relatively poor job of393

describing the HMS optics in the full phase space cover-394

age of this experiment. The difficulty is exacerbated by395

the tendency of polynomial fits to diverge uncontrollably396

when extrapolated outside regions where they are directly397

constrained by data. For this reason, a new set of op-398

tics calibration data was collected by measuring inelastic399

electron scattering at a beam energy of 4.109 GeV on sev-400

eral multi-foil targets with the HMS “sieve slit” collimator401

installed. Dedicated optics runs included:402

• Three-foil aluminum target with nominal z positions4
403

of z = {−7.5, 0, 7.5} cm, with central HMS angle404

Θ = 22◦ and central momentum p0 = 2.4 GeV.405

• Two-foil aluminum target with nominal z positions406

of z = {−3.8, 3.8} cm, with Θ = 22◦, p0 = 2.4 GeV.407

• Two-foil carbon target with nominal z positions of408

z = {−2, 2} cm, with Θ = 22◦ and p0 = 2.4 GeV.409

• 20-cm aluminum “dummy” target with nominal z410

positions of z = {−6.16, 13.84} cm (also used to mea-411

sure the target endcap contribution to the hydrogen412

elastic production data). Data were collected at an-413

gles Θ = 22◦ and 26◦ at p0 = 2.4 and 2.15 GeV,414

respectively.415

• 15-cm aluminum “dummy” target with nominal z416

positions of z = {−7.5, 7.5} cm. Data collected at417

angles of Θ = 22, 26, and 30◦ with p0 = 2.4, 2.15418

and 1.9 GeV, respectively.419

The sieve slit collimator is a 3.175 cm-thick slab of den-420

simet (ρ ' 17 g/cm3) with a regular rectangular grid of421

circular “sieve” holes, as described in Ref. [7]. Two of422

the holes are blocked in order to verify the correct up-423

down and left-right orientation of the reconstructed an-424

gles. When used with multiple thin target foils at known425

locations along the beamline, the rays from beam-foil in-426

tersection points to the known sieve hole positions deter-427

mine the target coordinates (xtar, ytar, x
′
tar, y

′
tar) with a428

high degree of precision and accuracy.429

Figure 5 illustrates the quality of the reconstruction430

of the HMS sieve hole pattern for the three-foil aluminum431

target. For a point target, the in-plane angular acceptance432

4The “nominal” target foil positions are the design values. The
actual target foil positions can deviate slightly from the nominal po-
sitions due to, e.g., small misalignments of the target ladder with
respect to the spectrometer pivot, motion of the target ladder asso-
ciated with the cooldown procedure, etc.

of the HMS is approximately ±28 mrad. For an extended433

target, a wider range of in-plane angles is accepted, be-434

cause the center of the in-plane angle acceptance of the435

HMS is shifted to smaller (larger) angles for particle tra-436

jectories originating from points upstream (downstream)437

of the origin. Because of the significant corrections to x′tar438

and δ arising from the variation of xtar as a function of x′tar439

and zvertex, all xtar-independent matrix elements were op-440

timized up to sixth order while fixing all xtar-dependent441

matrix elements at values calculated from a detailed sixth-442

order COSY [10] model of the HMS. It is worth remarking443

that the S0 scintillator was removed from the HMS dur-444

ing the optics calibration, because the effect of multiple-445

scattering in S0 on the angular resolution of the HMS made446

it impossible to isolate tracks passing through individual447

sieve holes with S0 in place.448

Figure 6 shows the reconstructed vertex coordinate along449

the beamline for several of the optics targets, after opti-450

mization. The vertex z coordinate is defined in this con-451

text as the intersection of the horizontal projection of the452

scattered particle’s trajectory with the ideal beamline, and453

is related to the TRANSPORT coordinates ytar and y′tar454

by:455

ytar = zvertex [sin(Θ)− y′tar cos(Θ)] . (3)

While the positions of the various target foils relative to456

each other are known with a high degree of certainty, the457

position of the beam-foil intersection point relative to the458

HMS optical axis is subject to considerable uncertainty.459

The reconstructed zvertex values are displaced by approxi-460

mately 1 cm downstream of the nominal foil locations, in-461

dependently of which target foil is analyzed. Most of the462

apparent offset in the location of the interaction vertex is463

attributable to an offset in the (average) horizontal beam464

position of approximately 3 mm to the left of the ideal465

beamline position above the central pivot of Hall C. For466

scattering from a thin foil at position zfoil, the physical in-467

teraction vertex is located at the point (xbeam, ybeam, zfoil).468

In a beamline coordinate system with +x to beam left,469

+y vertically upward, and +z along the nominal beam di-470

rection, the global vertex coordinates are related to the471

TRANSPORT coordinates ytar and ztar by:472

ztar = zfoil cos(Θ)− xbeam sin(Θ)

ytar = zfoil sin(Θ) + xbeam cos(Θ)− y′tarztar
= zfoil [sin(Θ)− y′tar cos(Θ)] +

xbeam [cos(Θ) + y′tar sin(Θ)] . (4)

For a central trajectory (y′tar = 0), it follows from Eqs. (3)-473

(4) that zvertex = zfoil + xbeam cot(Θ). For example, at474

Θ = 22◦, the angle at which most of the optics data (and475

all the data shown in Fig. 6) were collected, xbeam = +3476

mm corresponds to an offset zvertex−zfoil ≈ 7.4 mm. The477

rest of the observed offset can be accounted for by a pos-478

sible error in the assumed horizontal beam position (the479

uncertainty ∆xbeam ≈ 1 mm, corresponds to ∆(zvertex −480

zfoil) ≈ 2.5 mm at Θ = 22◦), and a possible global offset481
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Figure 5: Sieve slit reconstruction for the three-foil aluminum target, after optimization, for the foils at zfoil = {−7.5, 0, 7.5} cm, from left
to right. xsieve and ysieve are the projected coordinates of the reconstructed trajectory at the surface of the sieve slit collimator. The circles
mark the sieve hole positions and diameters. The color scale represents the number of events. The shifting pattern of sieve holes populated
by scattering from different target foils reflects the HMS angular acceptance.
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Figure 6: Vertex reconstruction for the three-foil aluminum target
(red dot-dashed), the two-foil aluminum target (black solid), and
the two-foil carbon target (blue dashed). “True” foil positions are
indicated by the pink dotted vertical lines.

of the actual target foil positions relative to their nominal482

positions, not expected to exceed 1 mm. Since the Hall C483

beam position monitors (BPMs) were not calibrated rela-484

tive to the Hall C superharp [11] system for the beam con-485

ditions specific to the optics data taking, a more accurate486

determination of the beam position on target was not pos-487

sible. In light of the fact that the horizontal beam position488

during the optics calibration was not known with sufficient489

accuracy to improve on the pre-existing determinations of490

the zero offsets in ytar and y′tar, the effective z positions of491

all the target foils were shifted by +1 cm downstream of492

the nominal foil positions during the optimization, in or-493

der to match the 1-cm offset observed in the data for the494

foil nominally located at z = 0. This procedure amounts495

to assuming that the initial zero offsets in ytar and y′tar are496

correct, and absorbing all systematic effects contributing497

to the effective z position of the foils into a single global498

z offset applied to all foils in the optimization. In other499

words, the goal of the optimization was not to improve500

the knowledge of the optics of the central ray (see, how-501

ever, Section 5), which would have required more accurate502

knowledge of the beam position and the absolute target503

foil positions relative to the HMS optical axis, but to im-504

prove the behavior of the expansion of Eq. (2) for extreme505

rays by obtaining a set of calibration data populating as506

much as possible of the wider phase space acceptance at507

the HMS focal plane for the extended, 20-cm target.508

The quality of the HMS momentum reconstruction was509

also checked by measuring elastic ep scattering, with elas-510

tically scattered protons (electrons) detected in the HMS511

(BigCal). At a fixed HMS central momentum of 2.02 GeV,512

elastic scattering was measured at six different HMS cen-513

tral angles from 40.5◦ to 36◦. The beam energy was fixed514

at 4.109 GeV. As the central angle of the HMS is varied at515

a fixed beam energy and central momentum, different re-516

gions of the HMS acceptance are populated by elastically517

scattered protons. Inelastically scattered protons were re-518

jected by placing cuts on the angular correlations between519

the measured proton track and the electron detected by520

BigCal as described in Ref. [1] and Section 3. The beam521

energy was corrected for the average energy loss along the522

target length prior to scattering, and the measured proton523

momentum was corrected for the average energy loss in524

materials along its path from the interaction vertex to the525

entry window of the HMS vacuum. Figure 7 shows the526

quality of the momentum reconstruction achieved using a527

pre-existing fifth-order expansion of the δ matrix elements,528

including xtar-dependent terms in the expansion (2). In529

elastic ep scattering, the scattered proton’s momentum is530

related to its scattering angle by:531

pp(θp) =
2MpEe(Mp + Ee) cos(θp)

M2
p + 2MpEe + E2

e sin2 θp
, (5)
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between the measured proton momentum pp and the momentum pp(θp) required by elastic

kinematics at the measured proton scattering angle, expressed as a percentage of the HMS central momentum p0, plotted as a function of the
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as a function of the percentage deviation δ (top right) of the proton momentum from the HMS central momentum. Elastic ep scattering was
measured at a fixed p0 = 2.02 GeV for six HMS central angles. The bottom right panel shows the δ distribution at each HMS central angle.

where Mp is the mass of the proton and Ee is the beam532

energy. The difference δpp ≡ pp−pp(θp)
p0

between the recon-533

structed proton momentum and the expected momentum534

of an elastically scattered proton exhibited no significant535

correlations with any of the focal plane track parameters536

or with δ, indicating that no further optimization of the537

transport matrix elements for δ was needed.538

The phase space coverage of the optics calibration data539

in terms of (x′tar, y
′
tar, δ) equaled or exceeded that of the540

elastic ep production data for all of the GEp-III and GEp-541

2γ kinematics. The ytar coverage of the optics calibration542

data exceeded that of the elastic ep production data for all543

but the two highest-ε kinematics of GEp-2γ, for which the544

ytar acceptance slightly exceeded that of the optics calibra-545

tion data due to the larger HMS central angles involved546

(recall ytar ≈ zvertex sin Θ), requiring a modest extrapola-547

tion outside the phase space coverage of the calibration for548

these kinematics. The small fraction of the data lying out-549

side the ytar coverage of the fit were nonetheless included550

in the final analysis, because the overdetermined two-body551

kinematics of the elastic ep reaction (see section 3) and the552

data quality checks described in section 4 showed that the553

proton kinematic reconstruction and the spin transport554

calculation were both sufficiently well-behaved throughout555

the HMS acceptance. This is also indirectly demonstrated556

by Fig. 7, the data for which were obtained at larger HMS557

central angles than any of the production kinematics.558

2.5. FPP drift chamber tracking559

The FPP drift chamber tracking algorithm is similar to560

the tracking algorithm used for the HMS drift chambers,561

but differs in several important respects due to differences562

in the design and function of each detector. The FPP563

consists of two CH2 analyzer blocks, each followed by a564

pair of two drift chambers. Each chamber contains three565

planes of parallel wires oriented at +45◦ (V), 90◦ (X) and566

−45◦ (U) with respect to the x direction of TRANSPORT567

coordinates, in order of increasing z. Within each FPP,568

the total number of wire planes, and therefore the largest569

possible number of coordinate measurements to define a570

track, is six. The roughly 21-cm separation in z between571

the two chambers within each FPP is large compared to572

the 1.8-cm z spacing of planes within a chamber, so that573

each chamber can be thought of as measuring essentially574

one point along the track in three-dimensional space, to a575

good approximation.576

Owing to the lack of redundancy of coordinate mea-577

surements and the relatively high multiplicity of tracks in578

the FPP chambers, and the fact that the interesting range579

of track angles and positions was much wider than for the580

HMS drift chamber tracks since the angular distribution581

of the secondary scattering was the observable of interest,582

the strategy for pattern recognition and track fitting in the583

FPP required a more exhaustive consideration of possible584

wire combinations. As in the HMS tracking, the FPP hits585

were filtered through a loose cut on their raw TDC values586
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to suppress noise and accidental background, and rough587

drift times were computed from the TDC values and the588

“start time” determined from the hodoscope analysis. In-589

dividual t0 offsets were determined for each wire to align590

the drift time spectra in a window5 from approximately591

zero to 200 ns. The drift time calculation was refined at a592

later stage using the track information.593

The FPP pattern recognition algorithm tests all pos-594

sible combinations of one hit wire per plane as potential595

track candidates. If and only if no valid wire combinations596

are found with all six planes firing, wire combinations with597

five out of six planes firing are considered6. For each po-598

tentially valid wire combination, a straight line is fitted599

to the wire positions only without considering drift dis-600

tance information, and if the χ2 per d.o.f. of the fit to601

wire positions is less than an upper limit corresponding to602

a maximum in-plane track-wire distance of ±1.4 cm (the603

FPP in-plane wire spacing is 2 cm), the wire combination604

is marked as potentially valid. To choose the best wire605

combination to construct the first track from among all606

potentially valid combinations, the drift distance informa-607

tion is also used. For each candidate hit combination, the608

drift time for each hit is corrected for the propagation delay609

from the point along the wire where the track crossed the610

wire plane (based on the fit to wire positions only) to the611

front-end electronics and then used to compute the drift612

distance. As in the HMS drift chamber tracking algorithm,613

the time-to-distance conversion is performed by mapping614

the observed drift time spectrum onto a uniform drift dis-615

tance distribution within the cell, as shown in Fig. 8.616

Once the drift distances are computed from the cor-617

rected drift times for all hits in a candidate track, straight-618

line tracks are fitted to all 26 = 64 (or 25 = 32 in the619

case of five-plane tracks) possible combinations of wire620

position ± drift distance, and the combination resulting621

in the smallest χ2/ndf is chosen as the “best” left-right622

combination of the candidate hits. Candidate tracks are623

required to have χ2/ndf < 100, corresponding to a max-624

imum tracking residual for any individual hit of 1.2 mm625

for six-plane tracks (ndf = 2)7. The maximum χ2 imposed626

on drift-based track candidates was chosen to be as small627

as possible without artificially reducing the efficiency to628

5Because the FPP chamber wire spacing was twice that of the
HMS chambers and both sets of chambers used the same gas mixture
and operated in a similar high-voltage regime, the drift time window
for useful hits for FPP tracking was roughly twice as wide as that
for HMS tracking.

6The reasons for the preferential treatment of six-plane tracks on
the first iteration of pattern recognition and track reconstruction are
that (a) the selection of hits and tracks based on χ2 strongly favors
five-plane tracks over six-plane tracks due to the small number of
degrees of freedom (only 1(2) for tracks with 5(6) hits), and (b)
the greater ambiguity in the determination of the correct left-right
combination of the hits in the case of five-plane tracks. Events with
five-plane tracks reconstructed in the FPP were nonetheless retained
in the final analysis to minimize ϕ-dependent variations of tracking
efficiency.

7The assumed intrinsic coordinate resolution in the χ2 calculation
is σ ≈ 250 µm.
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Figure 8: Top: example FPP drift time spectrum for hits included
in final tracks, after all corrections. Bottom: Mapped drift distance
distribution. Both spectra are averaged over all wires in all planes
for the run in question.

reconstruct tracks firing all six planes. From among all629

potentially valid wire combinations, the combination with630

the smallest χ2/ndf of the fit to wire positions ± drift631

distances is chosen as the first track in a given chamber632

pair. The hits used to construct the first track are then633

marked as used and the pattern recognition/track fitting634

is repeated until no additional tracks are found. If more635

than one track is found in either FPP, the track resulting636

in the smallest polar scattering angle ϑfpp relative to the637

incident proton track reconstructed by the HMS is cho-638

sen as the “best” track for further analysis, although only639

the single-track events were ultimately used in the final640

analysis.641

After calibration of the time-to-distance conversion run-642

by-run, the final RMS tracking residuals in the FPP for643

elastically scattered protons averaged about 125 µm for644

tracks firing all six planes8, roughly independent of proton645

momentum. However, this is not a true measure of the646

coordinate resolution because the residuals are obtained647

by comparing the in-plane coordinate of each hit to the648

projected coordinate at each plane of the fitted track, in-649

cluding the hit in question. Since the fitted track is defined650

by only six coordinate measurements, each hit significantly651

8The tracking residuals for five-plane tracks were generally much
smaller since straight-line fits to these tracks have only one degree
of freedom.
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Figure 9: FPP drift chamber tracking residuals, averaged over all
planes (top) and as a function of plane number (bottom). The red
curve in the top panel is a Gaussian fit, resulting in σ = 108 µm, as
indicated. In the bottom panel, planes 1-6 correspond to FPP1, while
planes 7-12 correspond to FPP2. Residuals shown are for “straight-
through” electron tracks at a central momentum of 2.4 GeV. See text
for details.

influences the fitted track. According to Monte Carlo sim-652

ulations of tracking in the FPP drift chambers, the ob-653

served residuals correspond to an intrinsic per-plane coor-654

dinate resolution of about 270 µm, which closely matches655

the tracking residuals of the HMS drift chambers, for which656

the tracking residuals more nearly approximate the intrin-657

sic coordinate resolutions due to the larger number of de-658

grees of freedom of the fitted tracks. This is not surpris-659

ing since the FPP and HMS drift chambers shared the660

same gas mixture, had similar electric field/drift veloc-661

ity characteristics, and used very similar front-end and662

readout electronics. Figure 9 shows a typical example663

of FPP tracking residuals for “straight-through” tracks664

of electrons at a central momentum of 2.4 GeV. Electron665

tracks give slightly smaller rms tracking residuals than666

protons, mainly due to reduced multiple-scattering in the667

drift chamber materials and the somewhat greater amount668

of ionization of the chamber gas mixture by electrons than669

protons in the momentum range of this experiment. All670

coordinate measurements are weighted equally in the χ2
671

calculation during the fitting of tracks, reflecting the fact672

that the intrinsic coordinate resolution is the same for all673

planes. The observed pattern of different widths of track-674

ing residuals in different planes emerges as an artifact of675

the geometric layout (wire orientations and plane order-676

ing) of the FPP chambers and the limited number of coor-677

dinate measurements, and is reproduced by Monte Carlo678

simulations.679

2.6. FPP straight-through data and alignment680

The FPP drift chambers were surveyed in place after681

installation. However, the absolute accuracy of the sur-682

veyed positions was not better than about ±1 mm. A more683

accurate determination of the position and orientation of684

the FPP drift chambers relative to the HMS drift chambers685

was achieved by collecting dedicated “straight-through”686

data with the CH2 analyzers retracted from the HMS ac-687

ceptance. The support structure for the CH2 analyzers, in-688

cluding the insertion/retraction mechanism, was separate689

from that of the FPP drift chambers, ensuring that the690

drift chambers could not move during insertion/removal691

of the analyzers. Although several dedicated straight-692

through runs were taken with elastically scattered protons693

(including at least one for each kinematic setting), the fi-694

nal alignment of the FPP drift chambers was actually per-695

formed using straight-through data collected simultane-696

ously with optics calibration data on multi-foil Aluminum697

and Carbon targets, with the HMS set to detect inelas-698

tically scattered electrons at a central momentum of 2.4699

GeV. The advantage of using these data for alignment of700

the FPP drift chambers was that the inelastically scat-701

tered electrons populated a wider region of the HMS ac-702

ceptance at the focal plane than did elastically scattered703

protons for any of the production kinematics, thus provid-704

ing greater sensitivity to the small rotational offsets of the705

FPP chambers relative to the HMS. The coordinate and706

angular resolution for electrons at 2.4 GeV was also better707

than for protons at 2.07 GeV. In the following discussion,708

the subscripts ’HMS’, ’FPP1’, and ’FPP2’ refer to the709

set of drift chambers measuring the track; unless otherwise710

noted, all track parameters in the following discussion are711

expressed at z = 0 in the TRANSPORT coordinate system712

at the HMS focal plane (see section 2.1).713

The goal of the software alignment procedure was to714

determine the set of translational (x0, y0, z0) and rota-715

tional (αx, αy, αz) offsets of each FPP drift chamber pair716

that minimized the sum of squared differences between717

HMS tracks and FPP tracks in terms of the track slopes718

(x′, y′) and the track coordinates (x, y) projected to the719

HMS focal plane. The rotation angles were assumed to be720

sufficiently small that a linearized approximation to the721

rotation matrices was adequate; i.e., sin(αx,y,z) ≈ αx,y,z722

and cos(αx,y,z) ≈ 1. Several iterations of the alignment723

procedure were carried out, using the results from the pre-724

vious iteration of the fit as the starting point for the next725

iteration, until the translational and rotational offsets did726

not change appreciably on subsequent iterations of the fit.727

The straight-through data were then reconstructed using728

the final global alignment parameters, and the correla-729

tions of the FPP-HMS track parameter differences with730
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Figure 10: Difference ∆y′ = y′FPP1−y′HMS between the FPP1 and
HMS track slopes in the non-dispersive direction as a function of the
dispersive-plane coordinate xHMS of the HMS track at the focal
plane, after geometric alignment, before (top) and after (bottom)
applying ad hoc corrections represented by Eq. (6) to the FPP track.

the HMS track parameters were examined. The correla-731

tion study showed that some small residual correlations732

remained even after the geometric alignment.733

For example, as shown in Fig. 10, the difference ∆y′ =734

y′FPP1− y′HMS of the track slope in the non-dispersive di-735

rection exhibited a correlation with the dispersive-plane736

coordinate xHMS of d(∆y′)
dxHMS

≈ 3.9 mrad/m, implying an737

error in the relative y′ between the FPP and HMS tracks738

of up to 2 mrad at the extremes of the HMS acceptance.739

These kinds of residual correlations are symptomatic of740

internal offsets and/or misalignments of the HMS and/or741

FPP drift chambers. No attempt was made to further re-742

fine the parameters describing the global alignment (posi-743

tion and orientation) of the HMS and/or FPP drift cham-744

bers. Instead, the effect of the residual correlations on745

the reconstruction of the secondary scattering angles ϑ746

and ϕ was minimized by applying small, ad hoc correc-747

tions to the parameters of each reconstructed FPP track.748

The parameters of the correction were determined by fit-749

ting the straight-through data with the following second-750

order expansion of the FPP-HMS track parameter differ-751

ences ∆x = xFPP − xHMS , ∆y = yFPP − yHMS , ∆x′ =752

x′FPP − x′HMS and ∆y′ = y′FPP − y′HMS in terms of the753

HMS track parameters:754

∆u = C
(u)
0 + C(u)

x x+ C(u)
y y + C

(u)
x′ x

′ + C
(u)
y′ y

′ +

C(u)
xx x

2 + C(u)
xy xy + C

(u)
xx′xx

′ + C
(u)
xy′xy

′ +

C(u)
yy y

2 + C
(u)
yx′yx

′ + C
(u)
yy′yy

′ + C
(u)
x′x′x

′2 +

C
(u)
x′y′x

′y′ + C
(u)
y′y′y

′2, (6)

where ∆u = {∆x,∆y,∆x′,∆y′} is the track parameter755

difference in question, and the C(u)’s are the coefficients756

of each term in the expansion. The track parameters in757

Eq. (6) refer to the HMS track. Because the residual corre-758

lations were small to begin with, a second-order expansion759

easily suppressed them to a level well below the intrinsic760

resolution of track coordinates and angles. Moreover, fit-761

ting the correction terms using straight-through data pop-762

ulating a wider region of the HMS acceptance than that763

occupied by elastically scattered protons for any of the pro-764

duction kinematic settings guarantees that the correction765

applied to any given FPP track will be small, and that no766

extra error will be introduced by extrapolating the correc-767

tion outside the phase space region where it is constrained768

by straight-through data.769

The full analysis was carried out with and without the770

ad hoc correction of Eq. (6), and the effect of the correc-771

tion on the polarization transfer observables was found to772

be negligible. For the final analysis, the correction was773

applied. Figure 11 summarizes the results of the software774

alignment, comparing all four track parameter differences775

between FPP1/2 and HMS, after geometric alignment, be-776

fore and after applying the ad hoc correction from Eq. (6).777

Small reductions in the peak widths are seen for all pa-778

rameters. The most significant improvements are seen779

in ∆y and ∆y′ for FPP1 (the latter shown in Fig. 10).780

The straight-through data also provide an estimate of the781

FPP angular resolution; for 2.4-GeV electrons, the angu-782

lar resolutions are (σx′ , σy′) ≈ (1.8, 2.1) mrad. The res-783

olution asymmetry between the x and y directions sim-784

ply reflects the fact that only four of six wire planes in785

each FPP chamber pair have sensitivity to the y coor-786

dinate, while all six planes have some sensitivity to the787

x coordinate. The quality of the geometric alignment788

of the FPP chambers and ad hoc track corrections was789

checked by reconstructing straight-through data from sev-790

eral of the elastically scattered proton kinematics using791

the alignment parameters determined from the optics cal-792

ibration data. The small differences among the various793

settings were used to set an upper limit on the system-794

atic uncertainty in the reconstructed secondary scattering795

angles ϑ and ϕ. Specifically, based on the repeatability796

of the alignment for straight-through runs taken in dif-797

ferent kinematic settings, a conservatively estimated up-798

per systematic uncertainty limit of 0.1 mrad in ∆x′ and799

∆y′, which translates into a ϑ-dependent systematic uncer-800

tainty ∆ϕ ≈ 0.14 mrad/ sin(ϑ) in the azimuthal scattering801

angle ϕ, was assigned for the scattering angle reconstruc-802

tion in the FPP.803
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Figure 11: Distributions of the differences between reconstructed FPP and HMS track parameters from “straight-through” data, after
geometric alignment, before (red dashed) and after (black solid) applying the ad hoc corrections of Eq. (6) to the FPP tracks on an event-
by-event basis. Straight-through tracks in this figure are electrons scattered inelastically from multi-foil carbon and aluminum targets at a
central momentum of 2.4 GeV. Top (bottom) row shows FPP1 (FPP2) differences. From left to right, parameter differences are ∆x, ∆y, ∆x′

and ∆y′. Coordinate differences include the error in projecting the FPP tracks from the chamber locations where they are measured back to
the HMS focal plane.

2.7. FPP event selection criteria, angular distributions and804

closest approach parameters805

Table 1 summarizes the event selection criteria for the806

FPP. Cuts are applied to the “transverse momentum” pT ≡807

pp sinϑ, the distance of closest approach sclose between808

incident (HMS) and scattered (FPP) tracks, and the co-809

ordinate zclose of the point of closest approach between810

incident and scattered tracks. As described in Ref. [1],811

a “cone test” was also applied to the reconstructed FPP812

tracks to minimize acceptance-related azimuthal asymme-813

tries. For events reconstructed in the second polarimeter814

(FPP2) drift chambers, it is possible to choose either the815

HMS track or any track reconstructed in the first polarime-816

ter (FPP1) as the “reference” track with respect to which817

the scattering angles ϑ, ϕ and the closest-approach param-818

eters sclose, zclose are reconstructed. For the final analy-819

sis, the scattering angles and closest approach parameters820

of the FPP2 track were always reconstructed relative to821

the HMS track9. Any event reconstructed in FPP2 with822

scattering parameters relative to the HMS track consis-823

tent with a single scattering in the second analyzer was824

counted in the analysis, regardless of the results of track-825

ing in FPP1. This approach to the analysis of the FPP2826

9Because of the significant probability of mistracking in either set
of FPP drift chambers, the scattering parameters of the FPP2 track
relative to the FPP1 track were unreliable in a small but significant
fraction of events with good track reconstruction in FPP2.

Table 1: FPP event selection criteria as a function of Q2. Only
single-track events passing the “cone test” were included in the anal-
ysis. No explicit ϑ cuts were applied. Instead, the ϑ ranges shown
are the effective ranges resulting from the pT cuts. The same crite-
ria were applied to all three ε values at Q2 = 2.5 GeV2. sclose and
zclose are defined, respectively, as the distance of closest approach
between the incident and scattered tracks, and the z-coordinate of
the point of closest approach between incident and scattered tracks,
with z = 0 at the HMS focal plane. See text for details.

Q2 (GeV2) 2.5 5.2 6.8 8.5
pminT (GeV/c) 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.05
pmaxT (GeV/c) 1.2 1.5 1.5 1.5

FPP1 ϑeffmin(◦) 1.71 0.81 0.65 0.53
FPP1 ϑeffmax(◦) 36.7 25.1 19.9 16.3

FPP2 ϑeffmin(◦) 1.82 0.84 0.67 0.55
FPP2 ϑeffmax(◦) 39.5 26.0 20.4 16.6
FPP1 smaxclose (cm) 2.2 1.7 1.4 1.2
FPP2 smaxclose (cm) 6.5 5.1 4.1 3.3
FPP1 zminclose (cm) 108 108 108 108
FPP1 zmaxclose (cm) 168 168 168 168
FPP2 zminclose (cm) 207 207 207 207
FPP2 zmaxclose (cm) 267 267 267 267
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data was found to give the best overall figure-of-merit, and827

is also the most logically consistent and unbiased way to828

analyze the data. In the analysis of the GEp-III kine-829

matics, with statistics-limited uncertainties, single-track830

events in FPP2 consistent with a single scattering in the831

first analyzer were also counted, provided the same events832

had not already been counted in FPP1, due to e.g., mis-833

tracking, detection inefficiency and/or FPP1 data quality834

issues. These events were not included in the analysis835

of the GEp-2γ data, except during data acquisition runs836

for which all of the FPP1 data were rejected due to data837

quality issues. This is because the accuracy of the GEp-2γ838

data was not statistics-limited, and because the analyzing839

power, the accurate description of which is essential for840

the reliable extraction of P`/P
Born
` , is subject to greater841

uncertainty for this event topology.842

The distribution of sclose is shown for all four Q2 values843

in Fig. 12. At each Q2, the sclose distribution is normal-844

ized to the total number of elastic events producing exactly845

one track in the polarimeter in question (see Fig. 14 for846

the FPP track multiplicities per event.). The resolution of847

sclose improves with increasing proton momentum, as the848

width of the multiple-scattering distribution in the fixed849

thickness of analyzer material decreases. The sclose distri-850

bution of FPP2 events is nearly three times as wide as that851

of FPP1 events, because protons detected in FPP2 tra-852

verse approximately three times the average path length853

in CH2 as those detected in FPP1 prior to scattering. The854

effective ϑ ranges for FPP1 and FPP2 differ for the same855

reason; the same pT corresponds to a slightly larger ϑ in856

FPP2 due to the additional energy losses prior to scatter-857

ing by protons detected in FPP2.858

Figure 13 shows the correlation between zclose and ϑFPP859

for events with an incident elastically scattered proton and860

a single track reconstructed in FPP1 and/or FPP2 passing861

the cone test and the sclose cut, at Q2 = 8.5 GeV2. The862

zclose-dependent maximum ϑ cutoff reflects the acceptance863

of the cone test. For tracks reconstructed in FPP1 (FPP2)864

with zclose values corresponding to scattering in the first865

(second) analyzer, the cone test is essentially 100% effi-866

cient for ϑ ≤ 30◦, regardless of zclose. For events recon-867

structed in FPP2 with zclose corresponding to scattering868

in the first analyzer, the cone test is efficient regardless869

of zclose for ϑ ≤ 16◦. The distribution of FPP2 events870

in Fig. 13 is shown regardless of the tracking results in871

FPP1, and therefore includes many events that would have872

already been counted in FPP1 (and thus not counted in873

FPP2 to avoid double-counting). The narrow stripes at874

zclose ≈ 60 cm and zclose ≈ 80 cm correspond to scatter-875

ing in the S1X and S1Y scintillator planes.876

The “stripes” at the locations of the FPP drift cham-877

bers result to some extent from tracks that actually scatter878

in the chambers, but mainly from tracks with incorrect so-879

lutions of the left-right ambiguity. As discussed in Refs. [1]880

and [7], the design of the FPP drift chambers minimized881

the number of wire planes in order to minimize the cost882

of chamber construction, the number of readout channels,883
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Figure 12: Distance of closest approach sclose between incident and
scattered tracks, for FPP1 (top) and FPP2 (bottom), for single-track
events passing the cone test and with point of closest approach zclose
reconstructed within the region corresponding to the physical extent
of the analyzer, shown in Fig. 13. Note the different horizontal scales
between the top and bottom panels.
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Figure 13: Correlation between zclose, the z coordinate of the point
of closest approach between incident and scattered tracks, and the
polar scattering angle ϑfpp, for incident elastically scattered protons
at Q2 = 8.5 GeV2. Single-track events passing the “cone test” with
distance of closest approach sclose ≤ smaxclose are shown for FPP1
(top panel) and FPP2 (bottom panel). Vertical lines indicate the
region(s) of zclose included in the analysis. In the bottom panel, the
distribution of FPP2 events is shown regardless of the FPP1 tracking
results. See text for details.
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Figure 14: FPP track multiplicity per event for all six kinematic
settings. The fraction of all identified elastic events as a function of
track multiplicity is shown for FPP1 (top) and FPP2 (bottom).

and the space occupied by the drift chambers in the HMS884

shield hut. The efficiency of the design comes at the price885

of an irreducible left-right ambiguity for a subset of tracks886

passing through a chamber pair at close to normal inci-887

dence near the geometric center of the chambers, where888

the X, U , and V wires share a common intersection point.889

For this subset of tracks, two mirror-image solutions exist,890

that are essentially indistinguishable in terms of χ2, with891

the hits placed on opposite sides of all three wires that fired892

in a given chamber. These mistracked events are particu-893

larly prominent for ϑ . 6◦. The peaks at the drift chamber894

locations with ϑ . 6◦ correspond to tracks in the Coulomb895

peak of the ϑ distribution for which all three hits in one of896

the two drift chambers in the pair are placed on the wrong897

side of the wires that fired in that chamber. Given the898

2-cm FPP drift cell size in each wire plane, the incorrect899

left-right assignment displaces the position of the track at900

that drift chamber by up to 2 cm. Since the z separa-901

tion between the two chambers in a pair is approximately902

21 cm, a 2-cm displacement of one of the two measured903

points along a track with ϑ ≈ 0 is ∆ϑ ≈ arctan(2 cm/21904

cm) = 5.4◦. This is why the number of events in the905

“stripes” at the drift chamber locations decreases sharply906

for ϑ & 6◦.907

Figure 14 shows the multiplicity of reconstructed tracks908

per incident elastically scattered proton for FPP1 and FPP2.909

In FPP1 (FPP2), the fraction of single-track events ranges910

from 55-70% (45-50%). The single-track fraction decreases911
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Figure 15: FPP angular distributions for all four Q2 values, plotted
in terms of the “transverse momentum” pT ≡ pp sinϑfpp, illustrat-
ing the approximate scaling of the angular distribution of nuclear
scattering events with momentum. Single-track events passing the
cone test as well as the sclose and zclose cuts in Table 1 are shown
for FPP1 (top panel) and FPP2 (bottom panel). See text for details.

somewhat as Q2 increases, as the available phase space for912

multi-particle production increases. The fraction of events913

with zero tracks, which reflects detection inefficiencies,914

large-angle scatterings in which the proton escapes detec-915

tion, and/or proton absorption/capture/charge-exchange916

reactions that don’t produce any charged tracks, ranges917

from 8-13% (16-36%) for FPP1 (FPP2). In the case of918

FPP2, the fraction of zero-track events depends more strongly919

on the proton momentum, which is expected given the920

higher probability of large-angle scattering for lower-momentum921

protons and the greater analyzer thickness the protons922

must pass through before detection in FPP2.923

Figure 15 shows the pT distributions of single-track924

events in both polarimeters for all four Q2 values. For each925

kinematic setting, the distribution is normalized to the to-926

tal number of elastic events producing exactly one track in927

the polarimeter in question. The distributions are qualita-928

tively similar, but clearly not identical. In particular, the929

shape of the pT distribution at Q2 = 2.5 GeV2 differs sig-930

nificantly from its shape at higher Q2. The global features931

of the distribution are well understood. The small-angle932

peak corresponds to multiple-Coulomb scattering; the an-933

alyzing power vanishes in the pT → 0 limit. The width of934

the Coulomb peak in the pT distribution is independent of935

the incident proton momentum, to a good approximation,936

but is slightly wider in FPP2 than FPP1 due to the greater937

thickness of analyzer traversed by the proton before detec-938
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Figure 16: FPP angular distributions in terms of pT ≡ pp sinϑfpp
for the GEp-2γ kinematics, for single-track events passing the cone
test as well as the sclose and zclose cuts in Table 1, for FPP1 (top)
and FPP2 (bottom). The shape of the angular distributions is the
same for all three ε values at the few-percent level within the useful
pT range.

tion in FPP2. The vanishing yield as pT → 0 is an effect939

of the vanishing solid angle in the ϑ→ 0 limit. For events940

outside the Coulomb peak, the angular distribution shifts941

gradually toward smaller pT values as the incident pro-942

ton momentum increases, thus showing that the scaling of943

the width of the angular distribution with proton momen-944

tum is not exact. At Q2 = 2.5 GeV2, the steep drop-off945

for pT & 1 GeV/c is caused by the detector acceptance;946

pT = 1 GeV corresponds to ϑ ≈ 29◦ at this Q2. As shown947

in Fig. 13, the cone test starts to cut off the acceptance at948

about 30 degrees at the upstream edge of the analyzer clos-949

est to each drift chamber pair. The total probability for950

an incident proton to produce a single-track event within951

the useful range 0.06 ≤ pT (GeV/c) ≤ 1.2 decreases slowly952

as a function of momentum for a given analyzer thickness,953

a fact relevant to the planning of future experiments at954

higher Q2.955

Figure 16 shows the pT distributions for each of the956

three ε values at Q2 = 2.5 GeV2. Because the measure-957

ments are at the same fixed Q2, the angular distributions958

should be the same, in first approximation. In both po-959

larimeters, the pT distributions are indeed observed to be960

the same at the few-percent level within the useful pT961

range. However, even for the same central momentum set-962

ting, there are some slight differences resulting from the963

different momentum and phase space distributions of in-964

cident protons for the different ε values. At the lowest ε,965

corresponding to the most forward proton scattering an-966

gle, the fixed HMS angular acceptance corresponds to a967

very small range of Q2 (see Eq. (5)), meaning that the968

envelope of elastically scattered protons at ε = 0.153 is969

confined to a narrow region at the center of the HMS focal970

plane. At large ε, the smaller reaction Jacobian leads to a971

much wider Q2 acceptance, and the envelope of elastically972

scattered protons is spread out over a much wider region of973

the HMS focal plane. For this reason, the pT distribution974

falls off slightly faster at large angles for the two higher-ε975

kinematics than at the lowest ε, because the probability of976

an event failing the cone test is greater at a given pT when977

the incident protons are spread out over a wider region of978

the HMS acceptance.979

2.8. BigCal Event Reconstruction980

The reconstruction of the scattered electron’s energy981

and scattering angles begins by grouping adjacent lead-982

glass blocks with large signals into “clusters” of hits repre-983

senting the electromagnetic showers initiated by (presum-984

ably) single electrons (or high-energy photons). The raw985

signals from each block were recorded by charge-integrating986

ADCs with a gate width of 150-250 ns, chosen based on the987

kinematics10. The raw ADC values were then converted to988

deposited energies by subtracting the mean “pedestals”11
989

from the digitized signals and multiplying the pedestal-990

subtracted ADC values by calibration constants (specific991

to each channel) relating the charge and the energy depo-992

sition. Periodic calibration and gain-matching of BigCal993

was performed in situ using elastically scattered electrons,994

the energies of which were precisely determined by the995

measured proton kinematics in the HMS. Details of the996

calibration procedure are given in Ref. [7]. As the over-997

all signal amplitude in BigCal dropped due to radiation-998

induced darkening of the lead-glass, the PMT high volt-999

ages were periodically increased to maintain a roughly con-1000

stant average signal amplitude even as the energy resolu-1001

tion worsened significantly due to reduced photoelectron1002

statistics. Additionally, a database of time-dependent cal-1003

ibration constants was developed for the offline analysis.1004

Figure 17 shows the cluster size distribution in BigCal1005

for elastically scattered electrons at an average energy of1006

E′e ≈ 1.5 GeV. These distributions are typical of all the1007

kinematics except for Q2 = 2.5 GeV2, E′e ≈ 0.54 GeV,1008

for which the average cluster size was smaller owing to1009

the much lower scattered electron energy. The Molière ra-1010

dius of the TF1-0 lead-glass used in BigCal is about 4.71011

cm. Given the roughly 4-cm transverse size of the individ-1012

ual lead-glass blocks, the typical electromagnetic shower1013

initiated by an elastically scattered electron at normal in-1014

cidence deposits about 90% of its energy in a 3 × 3-block1015

10Longer gate widths were used for kinematics with greater elasti-
cally scattered electron energies, producing larger pulse amplitudes
and somewhat longer pulse durations.

11The “pedestal” is defined as the mean ADC value for events with
no signal; i.e., the baseline.
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Figure 17: BigCal cluster size distributions for elastically scattered
electrons at Q2 = 2.5 GeV2, 〈E′e〉 = 1.52 GeV. The horizontal (ver-
tical) cluster size is denoted nx (ny). Nblock is the total number of
blocks per cluster with a signal above (software) threshold. 98.3%
of elastically scattered electron clusters in this example are at least
two blocks wide in both the vertical and horizontal directions. The
mean horizontal (vertical) cluster size is 2.82 (2.86) blocks, and the
most probable cluster size is 3× 3. The mean (most probable) total
number of hits per cluster is 5.73 (5).

area, and about 99% of its energy in a 5 × 5-block area.1016

Details of the clustering algorithm are given in Ref. [7].1017

For events with multiple clusters, the “best” cluster was1018

chosen as the cluster with the minimum squared differ-1019

ence (Eclust−E′e(θclust))2 between the cluster energy sum1020

and the expected energy of an elastically scattered elec-1021

tron at the measured scattering angle θclust, after filtering1022

the clusters through several additonal criteria, as detailed1023

in [7].1024

Figure 18 shows the average energy resolution of Big-1025

Cal achieved using the final calibration database, during1026

the Q2 = 5.2 GeV2 and Q2 = 6.8 GeV2 kinematics, taken1027

at the beginning and the end of the experiment, respec-1028

tively. Following the initial calibration and gain matching1029

before the start of production data taking, the energy res-1030

olution of BigCal with the 4-inch thick aluminum absorber1031

in place was 10.4% at 1.1 GeV, compared to an expected1032

resolution of ∼ 9% from Monte Carlo simulations. The1033

difference is attributable to effects not included in the sim-1034

ulation, including electronics noise, calibration uncertain-1035

ties, and possible differences in light collection efficiency1036

and PMT quantum efficiency compared to the assump-1037

tions used in the simulation. The 4-inch absorber thick-1038

ness was used for all kinematics except Q2 = 2.5 GeV2,1039

E′e ≈ 0.54 GeV, for which a 1-inch thick absorber was used1040

to improve the energy resolution (and trigger efficiency) for1041

the lower-energy electrons. Since the radiation dose rate1042

was much lower at the very large electron scattering an-1043

gles of this setting, the signal loss rate due to radiation1044

damage was slower than for the other settings, even with1045

a factor of 4 thinner absorber. The average energy resolu-1046
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Figure 18: Fractional energy resolution of BigCal after calibration,
averaged over all elastic events, for the Q2 = 5.2 GeV2 setting (top),
collected near the beginning of the experiment, and for the Q2 =
6.8 GeV2 setting (bottom), collected at the end of the experiment.
Assuming dominance of the stochastic contribution σE

E
∝ 1√

E
, the

scaled energy resolution at 1 GeV worsened from 12% to 22% during
the experiment.
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Figure 19: Difference between horizontal (top) and vertical (bot-
tom) shower center of gravity coordinates (x̄, ȳ) and the coordinates
(xmax, ymax) of the center of the cell with maximum energy depo-
sition, divided by the block transverse size Lx = Ly ≡ L. The
distributions are averaged over the entire surface of the calorimeter,
for the Q2 = 6.8 GeV2, E′e = 2.1 GeV kinematics. See text for
details.

tion scaled to 1 GeV energy with the thinner absorber was1047

8.0% (10.9%) for the data collected at this setting in 20071048

(2008), as the two run periods at this setting bookended1049

the two higher-ε kinematics with much higher dose rates.1050

By the end of the experiment, radiation damage had wors-1051

ened the energy resolution of BigCal by roughly a factor of1052

two relative to the start of the experiment, even after the1053

partial UV curing of the glass during the February-March1054

2008 accelerator shutdown.1055

The shower coordinate reconstruction procedure used1056

for the final analysis starts with the calculation of shower1057

“center of gravity” coordinates, defined as energy-weighted1058

average block positions in a cluster:1059

x̄ ≡
∑Nblock

i=1 xiEi∑Nblock

i=1 Ei

ȳ ≡
∑Nblock

i=1 yiEi∑Nblock

i=1 Ei
(7)

The electron impact coordinates at the surface are then re-1060

constructed under the assumption that the shower center-1061

of-gravity coordinates are monotonically increasing func-1062

tions of the electron impact coordinates. The “true” elec-1063

tron impact coordinates are assumed to be uniformly dis-1064

tributed within the cell with the largest energy deposition.1065

Figure 19 shows a representative example of the distribu-1066

tions in the x (horizontal) and y (vertical) directions of1067

the difference between the shower center-of-gravity coordi-1068

nates (x̄, ȳ) and the coordinates of the cell with maximum1069

energy deposition (xmax, ymax), normalized to the cell size1070

L. Both distributions are peaked near zero, and mostly1071

contained within ±L/2. The shape of the distribution re-1072

flects the fact that the energy deposition-weighted average1073

block position tends to overweight the central maximum.1074

The central block contains a larger fraction of the total1075

shower energy when the electron impacts near the center1076

of the block than when it impacts closer to the edge of a1077

block, sharing more of the total shower energy with neigh-1078

boring blocks.1079

BigCal was divided into four horizontal sectors and1080

seven vertical sectors, and the distributions of Fig. 19 were1081

formed separately for elastically scattered electron clusters1082

in each sector for each kinematic setting. The division into1083

sectors is required because the shape of the shower profiles1084

varies across the surface of BigCal, becoming wider and1085

more asymmetric near the horizontal and vertical extremes1086

of the calorimeter surface due to the variation of the aver-1087

age incident angle of the electron trajectory relative to the1088

surface normal. Within each sector, the distributions of1089

(x̄−xmax) and (ȳ−ymax) were mapped onto uniform distri-1090

butions within the cell with the largest energy deposition.1091

The assumption that the shower impact coordinate is uni-1092

formly distributed within the cell with the largest energy1093

deposition is a reasonably good approximation, according1094

to Monte Carlo simulations of electromagnetic showers in1095

BigCal, but is violated with larger probability by tracks1096

with large incident angles.1097

A position and energy-dependent correction was ap-1098

plied to the shower coordinates resulting from the afore-1099

mentioned procedure to account for the average incident1100

angles of the electron trajectory, under the assumption1101

that the transverse displacement of the shower maximum1102

with respect to its impact coordinates at the surface of1103

BigCal is proportional to the transverse displacement of1104

the point of maximum energy deposition along the pri-1105

mary electron’s trajectory in the lead-glass, with the con-1106

stant of proportionality fixed by the results of detailed1107

Monte Carlo simulations of BigCal. More details of the1108

coordinate reconstruction procedure can be found in [7].1109

The “ideal” coordinate resolution of BigCal predicted by1110

the Monte Carlo simulation, which again does not include1111

the effects of electronics noise and calibration uncertain-1112

ties, was σx,y ≈ 0.54 cm/
√
E(GeV), using the coordinate1113

reconstruction procedure described above. While the cho-1114

sen coordinate reconstruction procedure is not unique, the1115

achieved resolution in Monte Carlo is close to the intrin-1116

sic limiting resolution of the calorimeter based on fluc-1117

tuations in shower development, photoelectron statistics,1118

and the transverse size of the blocks relative to that of1119

the shower. A more sophisticated neural-network-based1120

approach to coordinate reconstruction in BigCal was de-1121

veloped for the analysis of the SANE experiment [12], in1122

which electrons were detected over a wider range of ener-1123
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Figure 20: Distribution of the difference ∆x between the horizontal
shower coordinate reconstructed in BigCal and the value predicted
from the reconstructed proton kinematics assuming elastic scatter-
ing, at Q2 = 6.8 GeV2. The red curve is a Gaussian fit to the elastic
peak, with a resulting σ of 1.05 cm.

gies and angles after deflection in a magnetic field. The1124

neural network approach achieved comparable resolution1125

to the simple approach used in this analysis.1126

The experimentally realized coordinate resolution is1127

somewhat difficult to quantify because the angle, momen-1128

tum, and vertex resolution of the HMS dominate the res-1129

olution of the exclusivity variables used to select elastic1130

events. Any estimate of the BigCal coordinate resolution1131

is highly sensitive to the assumed momentum and vertex1132

resolution of the HMS. The most favorable kinematic set-1133

ting to estimate the coordinate resolution of BigCal was1134

Q2 = 6.8 GeV2. The high proton momentum pp ≈ 4.461135

GeV reduced the effect of multiple scattering on the reso-1136

lution of the interaction vertex coordinate and the proton1137

momentum, and the central electron scattering angle of1138

44.2◦ was relatively favorable in terms of the resolution1139

of the electron polar scattering angle θe predicted from1140

the measured proton momentum pp and the beam energy.1141

Figure 20 shows the distribution of the difference ∆x be-1142

tween the reconstructed horizontal shower coordinate and1143

the value predicted from the measured proton kinematics,1144

at 6.8 GeV2. The contributions to the resolution of the1145

measured θe include the coordinate resolution of BigCal,1146

the vertex resolution of the HMS, and multiple scattering1147

of the electron in air. Assuming a momentum resolution1148

σp/p of 0.1% and vertex resolution σytar
of 1.7 mm (based1149

on HMS optics calibration data), the coordinate resolution1150

of BigCal was estimated by subtracting in quadrature the1151

contributions of σp, σytar
, and multiple scattering from1152

the observed width of the elastic peak in the distribution1153

of ∆x, the difference between the measured and predicted1154

horizontal shower coordinates at BigCal. Based on these1155

assumptions, the coordinate resolution at 2.1 GeV was es-1156

timated to be σx ≈ 6 mm at the end of the experiment,1157

after most of the total radiation dose had been absorbed.1158

This estimate is consistent with an estimate based on the1159

∆x distribution for the Q2 = 2.5 GeV2, E′e = 2.35 GeV1160

setting, using identical assumptions for the HMS resolu-1161

tion. For all the other kinematics, the contribution of the1162

BigCal coordinate resolution to the width of the elastic1163

peak in ∆x was too small for a meaningful estimate of1164

σx. In any case, the coordinate resolution was significantly1165

better than required for a clean selection of elastic events,1166

despite the significant degradation of the energy resolution1167

by radiation damage.1168

2.9. BigCal timing and coincidence1169

Timing information was not recorded for each individ-1170

ual channel of BigCal. Instead, copies of the 224 “first-1171

level” sums of (up to) eight channels, that were subse-1172

quently combined in the “second-level” sums of (up to) 641173

channels used to define the BigCal trigger (see Ref. [7] for1174

details), were sent to discriminators and then to LeCroy1175

Fastbus 1877 model TDCs. The fixed discriminator thresh-1176

old applied to the “first-level” sums was equivalent to1177

about 100 MeV of energy deposition. For all first-level1178

sums with TDC hits, a corrected hit time was computed1179

by subtracting a constant zero offset and applying a time-1180

walk correction based on the sum of all recorded ADC1181

values in the channels corresponding to that sum. A “clus-1182

ter time” was computed for each individual cluster as the1183

energy-weighted average corrected hit time of all unique1184

first-level sums with a TDC hit containing ADC channels1185

included in the cluster. For clusters with good timing in-1186

formation, the achieved timing resolution of BigCal was1187

approximately 1.5 ns, as determined by the width of the1188

real coincidence peak in the time difference between HMS1189

and BigCal after correcting for variations in particle time-1190

of-flight within the acceptance of each detector. The con-1191

tamination of elastic events by random coincidences was1192

found to be negligible after applying the exclusivity cuts1193

described in Ref. [1] and Section 3.1194

A small fraction of the first-level sums failed to produce1195

reliable timing information during a significant fraction1196

of the experiment, due to malfunctions in the electronics1197

chain involving either individual discriminator channels,1198

summing modules or TDC channels. While these mal-1199

functions did not affect the individual ADC signals from1200

the BigCal PMTs, the second-level sums, or the BigCal1201

trigger, they did affect the BigCal timing information for1202

roughly 2% of clusters identified as elastic by their angular1203

correlations with elastically scattered protons detected by1204

the HMS. Analysis of the distributions of the exclusivity1205

variables used to select elastic events showed no significant1206

differences between events with good timing information1207

for the chosen cluster and those without first-level timing1208

information. Nonetheless, a loose cut of |∆t| ≤ 10 ns was1209

applied to the time-of-flight-corrected HMS-BigCal time1210

difference in order to minimize the systematic uncertainty1211

associated with the subtraction of the inelastic background1212

asymmetry from that of the elastic signal.1213
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Figure 21: Time-of-flight corrected difference ∆t between HMS and
BigCal timing signals for Q2 = 8.5 GeV2, for events identified as
elastic. The timing resolution in this example is σ∆t ≈ 1.6 ns, from
a Gaussian fit represented by the red curve. A loose cut of |∆t| ≤ 10
ns was applied for all kinematics.

Figure 21 shows the distribution of the difference ∆t1214

between the HMS and BigCal timing signals for events1215

identified as elastic at Q2 = 8.5 GeV2, the measurement1216

with the largest backgrounds from inelastic processes and1217

accidental coincidences, after applying all other exclusivity1218

cuts. Given the relatively poor timing resolution of BigCal1219

(and the lack of valid timing information for a small frac-1220

tion of the BigCal sums-of-eight), the coincidence timing1221

resolution was not, generally speaking, sufficient to resolve1222

the 2-ns beam-bunch structure of CEBAF. As described1223

in Ref. [7], the arrival timing of the HMS and BigCal trig-1224

gers at the logic unit used to define the coincidence trigger1225

was configured such that the BigCal trigger arrived ap-1226

proximately 20-30 ns before the HMS trigger for elastic ep1227

events, near the center of the 50-ns coincidence window1228

defined by the width of the HMS trigger logic pulse. This1229

arrangement ensured that the HMS trigger, with timing1230

resolution on the order of a few hundred picoseconds, de-1231

fined the timing of the coincidence trigger for real elastic ep1232

events, as well as the timing of the gate/start/stop signals1233

sent to the readout electronics for all detectors, including1234

BigCal.1235

The CEBAF bunch length during the GEp-III/GEp-2γ1236

experiments was approximately 0.3 ps [5, 6], which is neg-1237

ligible compared to the timing resolution of any detector in1238

Hall C. A standard practice in coincidence measurements1239

in Halls A and C involving two precision spectrometers1240

is to record a timing signal in each spectrometer that is1241

locked to a subharmonic of the accelerator RF frequency of1242

499 MHz. This provides a reference time that is fixed rel-1243

ative to the event start time (the time at which the beam1244

bunch responsible for the interaction crossed the target)1245

that can be used for precise calibration of the absolute1246

time-of-flight of the particles and the relative timing be-1247

tween the two spectrometers. The RF timing signals were1248

not used in this analysis, however, because the timing res-1249

olution of BigCal was too poor for the RF corrections to1250

the timing signals to meaningfully improve the suppres-1251

sion of accidentals. Indeed, the loose timing cut provides1252

only marginal additional suppression of accidental coinci-1253

dences relative to the exclusivity cuts defined in terms of1254

the reconstructed particle kinematics.1255

3. Additional details of elastic event selection pro-1256

cedure1257

As detailed in Ref. [1], the definitions of the exclusivity1258

cut variables used to select elastic events are:1259

1. δpp ≡ 100 × pp−pp(θp)
p0

is the difference between the1260

measured proton momentum and the expected mo-1261

mentum of an elastically scattered proton at the mea-1262

sured θp, expressed as a percentage of the HMS cen-1263

tral momentum. This quantity depends only on the1264

measured proton kinematics.1265

2. δpe ≡ 100× pp−pp(θe)
p0

is defined the same way as δpp,1266

except in this case the expected proton momentum1267

is computed using the measured electron scattering1268

angle θe.1269

3. δφ ≡ φe − φp − π is the “acoplanarity” defined in1270

terms of the measured azimuthal scattering angles1271

of the electron and proton.1272

Figure 22 shows the same simplified illustration of the1273

elastic event selection procedure for the GEp-2γ kinemat-1274

ics as shown for the GEp-III kinematics in the main pub-1275

lication [1]. In contrast to the GEp-III case, the inelas-1276

tic background levels in the vicinity of the elastic peak in1277

the GEp-2γ data are low even before applying exclusivity1278

cuts, and are extremely low after applying the cuts. In1279

fact, only the lowest-ε point has significant inelastic con-1280

tamination after the cuts. As in the GEp-III case, the1281

signal-to-background ratio before cuts is highest for the1282

δpe distribution.1283

The application of fixed-width, ±3σ cuts centered at1284

zero yields an efficient selection of elastic events with small1285

inelastic contamination. However, it was found that the1286

efficiency and signal-to-background ratio of the δpp and1287

δφ cuts could be improved by applying variable cuts that1288

account for observed variations of the width and/or posi-1289

tion of the elastic peak within the acceptance. The cor-1290

relations of δpp, δpe, and δφ with all reconstructed pa-1291

rameters of the proton trajectory (and the reconstructed1292

electron angles) were examined for all kinematics, in or-1293

der to verify the quality of the reconstruction and to op-1294

timize the event selection cuts. Figure 23 shows a typi-1295

cal example of the correlations of δpp, δpe, and ∆θtar ≡1296

θtar − θtar(θe, φe) with the reconstructed proton kinemat-1297

ics, for Q2 = 8.5 GeV2. Recall that θtar ≡ arctanx′tar is1298

the reconstructed dispersive-plane trajectory angle of the1299

scattered proton as it enters the HMS. In first approxi-1300

mation, δφ ≈ −∆θtar/ sin(Θ), with Θ the central angle of1301
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Figure 22: Simplified illustration of elastic event selection for the GEp-2γ kinematics at Q2 = 2.5 GeV2: 〈ε〉 = 0.153 (left column), 〈ε〉 = 0.638
(middle left column), 〈ε〉 = 0.779 (Ee = 3.548 GeV, middle right column), 〈ε〉 = 0.796 (Ee = 3.680 GeV, right column). Exclusivity cut

variables are δpp ≡ 100× pp−pp(θp)

p0
(top row), δpe ≡ 100× pp−pp(θe)

p0
(middle row), and δφ ≡ φe − φp − π (bottom row). The distribution

of each variable is shown for all events (red empty circles), events selected by applying ±3σ cuts to both of the other two variables (black
filled squares), and events rejected by these cuts (blue empty triangles). Vertical dotted lines indicate the ±3σ cut applied to each variable.
Similar plots for the GEp-III kinematics can be found in the main publication [1].
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Figure 23: Correlations of exclusivity cut variables with reconstructed proton trajectory parameters for Q2 = 8.5 GeV2. δpp (top row), δpe
(middle row), and ∆θtar (bottom row) are shown as a function of θtar (left column), φtar or δ (middle column), and ytar (right column). The
φtar and δ dependences are redundant due to the proton angle-momentum correlation in elastic ep scattering. Pink solid curves represent
variable ±3σ cuts. Cyan dashed horizontal lines represent fixed, ±4σavg cuts for δpp and ∆θtar, and ±3σ cuts for δpe. See text for details.
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the HMS. In Figures 23, 24, and 25, ∆θtar is shown in-1302

stead of δφ, because the experimental resolution of ∆θtar1303

is dominated by the resolution of θtar, which depends only1304

on the HMS central momentum setting and not the HMS1305

central angle, whereas δφ also varies strongly with the1306

HMS central angle. The use of ∆θtar instead of δφ also1307

allows a more direct comparison between the size of the ob-1308

served correlation and the systematic uncertainty assigned1309

to θtar.1310

The deviations from zero of the elastic peak positions1311

in the distributions of the exclusivity cut variables are un-1312

correlated with the reconstructed proton kinematics, to1313

within the estimated systematic uncertainties. However,1314

two significant effects were observed motivating the use1315

of variable exclusivity cuts for δpp and δφ, as shown in1316

Figures 24 and 25. First, the resolution of δpp varies sig-1317

nificantly as a function of the proton momentum within1318

the HMS acceptance, by more than a factor of two at1319

(Q2, Ee) = (2.5 GeV2, 3.68 GeV), the setting with the largest1320

δ acceptance. Second, the elastic peak position in the dis-1321

tribution of the “acoplanarity” δφ, or, equivalently, ∆θtar,1322

exhibits small correlations with θtar.1323

The observed δ-dependence of the resolution of δpp is1324

a combined effect of the intrinsic optical characteristics of1325

the HMS, the reaction kinematics, and the exaggerated1326

effect of multiple-scattering in “S0” on the HMS angular1327

resolution, and is qualitatively similar for all six kinemat-1328

ics. The observed correlation between δφ (or, equivalently,1329

∆θtar) and θtar is a combined effect of all θtar-dependent1330

systematic errors in the reconstructed azimuthal angles φe1331

and φp. The proton azimuthal angle φp is mainly defined1332

by θtar, while the electron azimuthal angle φe is mainly1333

defined by the vertical shower coordinate in BigCal, de-1334

noted yclust. There are several different sources of sys-1335

tematic uncertainty in the reconstruction of θtar and/or1336

yclust that can produce the observed correlations on their1337

own or in combination. These include errors in the beam1338

position on target, uncertainties in the HMS optics cal-1339

ibration, misalignments of BigCal, and yclust-dependent1340

distortions of the shower shape in BigCal that are not1341

fully accounted for by the coordinate reconstruction pro-1342

cedure, largely due to the non-zero incident angle of the1343

electron trajectory. Although the incident-angle distortion1344

of the shower shape was corrected using an approximate1345

formula based on Monte Carlo simulations [7], no attempt1346

was made to optimize the parameters of this correction us-1347

ing the real data, as it was not possible, generally speaking,1348

to isolate this effect from other possible systematics affect-1349

ing the polar and/or azimuthal angle correlation between1350

the scattered electron and proton.1351

The magnitude of the observed deviation from zero of1352

the elastic peak position in ∆θtar does not exceed 2 mrad1353

anywhere within the limits of the θtar acceptance for any1354

of the kinematics. For comparison, the global systematic1355

uncertainty assigned to θtar in the evaluation of the sys-1356

tematic uncertainties in R = µpG
p
E/G

p
M and P` is ±2.41357

mrad (see section 5). The slight non-linearity of the ob-1358

served correlation between ∆θtar and θtar for the mea-1359

surements at Q2 = 6.8 and 8.5 GeV2 is caused by a ver-1360

tical beam position offset of approximately 3 mm above1361

the HMS optical axis during the data collection with 5.711362

GeV beam energy that distorts the θtar reconstruction in a1363

non-linear fashion. This offset resulted from the procedure1364

used to center the beam on target during this run period.1365

The HMS optics calibration data were obtained with a1366

beam position that was vertically centered with respect to1367

the HMS, and approximately 3 mm below the beam posi-1368

tion used during the high-Q2 running. According to the1369

HMS COSY model, the first-order sensitivity of θtar to a1370

vertical beam offset for the HMS standard tune is about1371

1.1 mrad/mm. However, as described in Section 2.4, the1372

higher-order xtar-dependent matrix elements are taken at1373

face value from the HMS COSY model and are not inde-1374

pendently calibrated. Instead, their effect is absorbed into1375

the calibration of the xtar-independent matrix elements1376

for the reconstruction of θtar. Therefore, it is largely un-1377

surprising that the reconstruction of θtar exhibits small,1378

nonlinear distortions for a vertical beam position offset of1379

this magnitude, given that no independent optimization of1380

the xtar-dependent HMS matrix elements exists.1381

For the final analysis, as shown in Figs. 24 and 25,1382

variable, ±3σ cuts were applied to δpp as a function of1383

δ and to δφ as a function of θtar, up to a maximum of1384

±4σavg, with σavg being the acceptance-averaged elastic1385

peak width. In addition to optimizing the efficiency and1386

purity of the elastic event selection, the application of vari-1387

able cuts minimizes the potential cut-induced bias in the1388

reconstructed proton kinematics. The relevance of such a1389

bias is that the reconstructed parameters of the proton’s1390

trajectory at the target are the inputs to the calculation1391

of the proton spin transport through the HMS. As dis-1392

cussed in Section 5, the ratio Pt/P` is highly sensitive1393

to the proton’s non-dispersive-plane (horizontal) trajec-1394

tory angle φtar, while the longitudinal polarization trans-1395

fer component P` is more sensitive to the dispersive-plane1396

(vertical) trajectory angle θtar. The experimental resolu-1397

tions (σφ, σθ) in φtar and θtar, which are dominated by1398

the effects of multiple-scattering in “S0” for most kine-1399

matics, ranged from (3.5 mrad, 4.6 mrad) at Q2 = 2.51400

GeV2 to (1.9 mrad, 2.7 mrad) at Q2 = 8.5 GeV2. For1401

comparison, at Q2 = 8.5 GeV2, the first-order sensitivity1402

dR/dφtar = −0.1/mrad.1403

Whereas the resolution of δpp (δφ) is dominated by σφ1404

(σθ), the resolution of δpe is dominated by the HMS mo-1405

mentum resolution σδ and, to a lesser extent, the vertex1406

resolution σytar
, neither of which varies strongly within the1407

HMS acceptance. Since the resolution of δpe is approx-1408

imately constant throughout the HMS acceptance, and1409

since the polarization transfer observables are less sen-1410

sitive to the systematic errors in δ and ytar than those1411

in θtar and φtar, the use of fixed-width, ±3σavg cuts for1412

δpe, which greatly simplifies the estimation of the resid-1413

ual inelastic contamination, was deemed appropriate. Fig-1414

ure 26 compares the background-subtracted δpe distribu-1415
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Figure 24: Variable cuts for δpp as a function of δ (top row) and ∆θtar as a function of θtar (bottom row) for the GEp-III kinematics.
Pink solid curves represent variable, ±3σ cuts, while the cyan dashed horizontal lines represent fixed-width, ±4σavg cuts, with σavg being
the acceptance-averaged elastic peak width for the variable in question. The tighter of the two cuts is used throughout the acceptance.
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Figure 25: Variable cuts for δpp as a function of δ (top row) and ∆θtar as a function of θtar (bottom row) for Q2 = 2.5 GeV2. Pink
solid curves represent variable, ±3σ cuts, while the cyan dashed horizontal lines represent fixed-width, ±4σavg cuts, with σavg being the
acceptance-averaged elastic peak width for the variable in question. The tighter of the two cuts is used throughout the acceptance.
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Figure 26: δpe spectra at Q2 = 5.2 GeV2 (top) and Q2 = 8.5
GeV2 (bottom). Orange filled circles show the δpe distribution of all
events. Red filled squares show the δpe distribution after applying
the δpp and δφ cuts. Cyan empty triangles show the distribution of
events rejected by the cuts. The dashed curve shows the inelastic
background remaining after cuts, estimated using the Gaussian side-
band method described in Ref. [1]. Black solid triangles show the
simulated δpe distribution, including radiative effects, of elastic ep
events passing all exclusivity cuts other than δpe. Blue empty circles
show the sum of the simulated elastic events and the estimated back-
ground, while the green solid line shows the background-subtracted
δpe distribution of events passsing the cuts.

tions of the data to the simulated δpe distributions of elas-1416

tic ep → ep scattering events including radiative effects,1417

for Q2 = 5.2 GeV2 and Q2 = 8.5 GeV2, which are repre-1418

sentative examples. The simulated elastic events in Fig. 261419

were generated using the radiative Monte Carlo generator1420

“ESEPP” described in Ref. [13], and convoluted with sim-1421

plified, parametrized models for the acceptance and reso-1422

lution of the detectors. The excellent agreement between1423

the simulation and the data over roughly three orders of1424

magnitude in relative yield as a function of δpe supports1425

the validity of the Gaussian sideband method used to es-1426

timate the inelastic background, as described in Ref. [1].1427

4. Data quality checks for maximum-likelihood es-1428

timators1429

Figure 27 shows the dependence of the extracted ratio1430

R ≡ −µp
√

τ(1+ε)
2ε

Pt

P`
≡ −KPt/P`, which equals µpG

p
E/G

p
M1431

in the one-photon-exchange approximation, on the polar1432

scattering angle in the FPP, expressed in terms of pT ≡1433

pp sinϑ. The extracted form factor ratio shows no statis-1434

tically significant pT dependence, according to the χ2 of a1435

constant fit, confirming the cancellation of the analyzing1436

power Ay in the ratio Pt/P`. An important test of the1437

validity of the spin transport calculation using the COSY1438

model of the HMS is that it should not introduce spuri-1439

ous dependence of the extracted values of Pt, P` and R on1440

the reconstructed parameters of the proton trajectory at1441

the target, which are the inputs to the calculation. Fig-1442

ure 28 shows the dependence of the ratio R on θtar, the1443

dispersive plane trajectory angle, δ, the percentage devia-1444

tion of the reconstructed proton momentum from the HMS1445

central momentum, and ytar, the position of the interac-1446

tion vertex in the TRANSPORT coordinate system, for1447

all six kinematic settings12. The consistency of R with1448

its “expected” behavior was tested by forming a weighted1449

average of the ratio of R to its expected value R0(Q2),1450

computed from the results of the global proton form fac-1451

tor fit described in the main publication [1], evaluated at1452

the average Q2 of each kinematic bin, and computing the1453

χ2 defined as:1454

χ2 ≡
∑

i

(
Ri

R0(Q2
i )
− R̄

)2

σ2
i

, (8)

R̄ ≡
∑
i

Ri

σ2
iR0(Q2

i )∑
i

1
σ2
i

,

σ2
i ≡

(
∆Ri
R0(Q2

i )

)2

,

12The dependence on the non-dispersive plane trajectory angle
φtar is not shown, since it is redundant with the δ dependence owing
to the kinematic correlation between the proton’s scattering angle
and its momentum in elastic ep scattering.
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Figure 27: Dependence of the ratio R ≡ −µp
√
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M

on the “transverse momentum” pT ≡ pp sin(ϑFPP ) for the combined

data from FPP1 and FPP2, illustrating the cancellation of the analyzing power Ay(pT ) in the ratio Pt/P`. Red lines are constant fits to the
data. See text for details.
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Figure 28: Dependence of R on reconstructed proton trajectory parameters θtar (left), δ ≡ 100× p−p0
p0

(middle), and ytar (right) for GEp-2γ

(top row) and GEp-III (bottom row). The dependence on φtar is not shown, as it is redundant with the δ dependence, given the kinematic
correlation between φtar and δ for elastic ep scattering. The χ2 values shown here are computed using Eq. (8); i.e., the χ2 is computed with
respect to the ratio of R to its expected value. No statistically significant deviations of R from a constant or from its expected behavior
within the acceptance are observed for any of the six kinematic settings as a function of any of the proton trajectory parameters, confirming
the validity of the spin transport calculation and the maximum-likelihood extraction. See text for details.
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in which R̄ is the weighted average ratio of R to its “ex-1455

pected” value, and σ2
i is the statistical variance ofRi/R0(Q2

i ),1456

which acts as a weight in the average R̄. As measured by1457

the χ2 values shown in Fig. 28, no statistically significant1458

deviations of R from its expected behavior are observed1459

for any of the kinematics as a function of any of the re-1460

constructed proton trajectory parameters. Since θtar is1461

mainly sensitive to the azimuthal angle of the reaction1462

plane, it is uncorrelated with Q2 to a good approxima-1463

tion. R is therefore expected to be constant as a function1464

of θtar, as observed. Since δ (and φtar) are both one-to-1465

one correlated with Q2, a weak linear dependence of R1466

on δ is expected. To within uncertainties, the observed1467

δ dependence of R within the acceptance is compatible1468

with both the expected R(δ) and with a constant for all1469

six kinematics. Although no direct dependence of R on1470

ytar is expected, the average Q2 (R(Q2)) exhibits a slight1471

negative (positive) correlation with ytar due to acceptance1472

effects and the proton angle-momentum correlation, with1473

the most pronounced ytar dependence of the expected R1474

occurring for 〈ε〉 = 0.79 at Q2 = 2.5 GeV2.1475

5. Systematic Uncertainties1476

5.1. Systematics for R = µpG
p
E/G

p
M1477

The polarization transfer method is highly robust against1478

systematic uncertainty, particulary where the determina-1479

tion of the ratio R is concerned. This is a consequence1480

of several exact cancellations, including the cancellation1481

of the polarimeter instrumental asymmetries by the beam1482

helicity reversal, and the cancellation of both the beam po-1483

larization and the analyzing power in the ratio Pt/P`. An1484

important source of systematic uncertainty for the ratio R1485

is the calculation of the proton spin precession through the1486

HMS magnets. The dominant source of systematic uncer-1487

tainty in the spin transport calculation is the accuracy of1488

the inputs to the calculation; i.e., the reconstructed proton1489

kinematics at the target.1490

The simplicity of the QQQD layout of the HMS mag-1491

nets (in contrast to the somewhat more complicated QQDQ1492

layout of the HRSs in Hall A [14, 15]), leads to a simple and1493

intuitive behavior of the spin transport. To a good approx-1494

imation, the total rotation of the proton spin through the1495

HMS can be decomposed into two rotations relative to the1496

proton trajectory; a rotation by an angle χφ ≡ γκp(φfp −1497

φtgt) ≡ γκpφbend in the non-dispersive plane, followed by1498

a rotation through an angle χ ≡ γκp(Θ0 + θtgt − θfp) ≡1499

γκpθbend in the dispersive plane, with Θ0 = 25◦ denot-1500

ing the central vertical bend angle of the HMS. In this1501

approximation, R has the following simple expression:1502

R = −KPt
P`

= K
tan(χφ) + sin(χ)

PFPP
y

PFPP
x

1− tan(χφ) sin(χ)
PFPP

y

PFPP
x

(9)

Figure 29 shows an illustrative example of the χφ and1503

χ dependences of the focal-plane asymmetries AFPPy and1504

AFPPx , for (Q2 = 2.5 GeV2, Ee = 2.847 GeV). The asym-1505

metries measured at the HMS focal plane behave as ex-1506

pected, and the differences between the full COSY calcula-1507

tion and the simple “geometric” approximation described1508

above are small compared to the statistical uncertainties1509

of the asymmetries. It must be noted that this logic is1510

partially circular, as the behavior of the focal plane asym-1511

metries is predicted using the values of Pt and P` extracted1512

from the measured asymmetries, assuming validity of the1513

COSY calculation. However, as shown in Fig. 28 above1514

and in Figure 13 of Ref. [1], the extracted values of Pt,1515

P`, and R = µpG
p
E/G

p
M based on the COSY spin trans-1516

port model all closely follow the predictions of the one-1517

photon-exchange or Born approximation within the HMS1518

acceptance, providing strong evidence for the accuracy of1519

the COSY model and the self-consistency of the extraction1520

method for Pt and P`.1521

When both χφ and the ratio PFPPy /PFPPx are “small”,1522

as is typically the case in this experiment, the ratio R can1523

be approximated by1524

R = −KPt
P`
≈ K

[
χφ + sin(χ)

PFPPy

PFPPx

]
, (10)

showing that the ratio is highly sensitive to the precession1525

in the non-dispersive plane, which mixes Pt and P`, and1526

is far less sensitive to χ. To first order, a systematic error1527

∆φbend in the non-dispersive-plane trajectory bend angle1528

leads to a systematic error ∆R ≈ γκpK∆φbend. On the1529

other hand, an error ∆θbend in the dispersive plane trajec-1530

tory bend angle leads to an error ∆R ≈ γκpK cos(χ)
PFPP

y

PFPP
x

∆θbend,1531

which is generally much smaller. When the precession an-1532

gle is favorable for the determination of P`; i.e., when1533

|sin(χ)| → 1, ∆R/∆θbend vanishes like cosχ. When the1534

precession angle is unfavorable for the determination of P`1535

(|sin(χ)| → 0), as is the case at Q2 = 5.2 GeV2, the sen-1536

sitivity of R to θbend also tends to vanish. Recalling that1537

PFPPx ≈ − sin(χ)P` and PFPPy ≈ Pt, the limiting value of1538

the full expression for the geometric approximation (9) is1539

lim
χ→π

R = lim
χ→π

K
P` tan(χφ)− Pt
P` + tan(χφ)Pt

≈ R+Kχφ,(11)

which lacks any sensitivity to χ, even as the statistical1540

uncertainty in the determination of P` diverges in this1541

limit13. This somewhat counterintuitive result is borne out1542

by the detailed systematic uncertainy evaluation for the1543

full COSY calculation, in that the Q2 = 5.2 GeV2 setting,1544

for which the central χ value is close to 180 degrees, is the1545

least sensitive to ∆θbend of the six kinematics, and in all1546

cases the contribution of ∆θbend to the total systematic un-1547

certainty ∆R is small compared to the total ∆R. ∆φbend1548

13The wide χ acceptance of the HMS allows for an adequate statis-
tical precision on P`, and the weighting of events by the spin trans-
port matrix elements in the calculation of the maximum-likelihood
estimators for Pt and P` automatically optimizes the statistical pre-
cision of the extraction and suppresses the contribution of events
with χ very close to π, which have vanishing sensitivity to P`.
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Figure 29: Dependence of measured focal-plane asymmetries AFPPy ≡ AyPFPPy (black filled circles) and AFPPx ≡ AyPFPPx (green filled

squares) on the non-dispersive-plane precession angle χφ (left plot) and the dispersive-plane precession angle χ (right plot), for Q2 = 2.5
GeV2, ε = 0.632. The beam-helicity-dependent asymmetry in the azimuthal angle distribution of protons scattered in the FPP is A(ϕ) ≡
[f+(ϕ)− f−(ϕ)] / [f+(ϕ) + f−(ϕ)] = AFPPy cosϕ − AFPPx sinϕ (see Eq. (20) of Ref. [1]). Measured asymmetries are compared to the

approximate expressions AFPPy ≈ Ay(Pt cosχφ + P` sinχφ) and AFPPx ≈ Ay(Pt sinχφ sinχ − P` cosχφ sinχ) ≈ −AyP` sinχ, as well as the
asymmetries predicted by the full COSY calculation.

generally gives the most important precession-related con-1549

tribution to ∆R at large Q2.1550

There are several additional sources of systematic un-1551

certainty beyond those directly related to the spin preces-1552

sion. The uncertainties in the FPP scattering angles ϑ1553

and ϕ are minimized by the software alignment procedure1554

described above. By analyzing FPP straight-through data1555

obtained in different configurations using a single set of1556

alignment parameters, it was estimated that the system-1557

atic uncertainty in the difference between the FPP and1558

HMS track slopes is ∆x′ = ∆y′ = 0.1 mrad, which trans-1559

lates to a ϑ-dependent uncertainty ∆ϕ ≈ 0.14 mrad/ sin(ϑ)1560

in the azimuthal angle ϕ. The inelastic background sub-1561

traction also introduces systematic uncertainty. While the1562

correction itself is rather small, the uncertainty associated1563

with the correction ranges from 10-50% of the size of the1564

correction, and is usually dominated by the statistical un-1565

certainty in the background polarization in the region of1566

overlap with the elastic peak in δpp. The uncertainty in1567

the beam energy does not directly affect the spin trans-1568

port or the polarimetry, but does affect the calculation of1569

ε and the kinematic factor multiplying Pt/P` entering the1570

expression for R. Uncertainties in Ay and Pe affect P` but1571

do not affect R.1572

Because the ratio R is highly sensitive to the total1573

non-dispersive plane trajectory bend angle φbend, a dedi-1574

cated study of the HMS optics in the non-dispersive plane1575

was carried out to reduce the systematic error ∆φbend.1576

With the sieve slit collimator in place, scattering of an1577

unrastered electron beam from a thin carbon target foil1578

located at the origin of Hall C was measured for seven1579

deliberate mistunings of the HMS magnets. The result-1580

ing displacements at the HMS focal plane of the non-1581

dispersive-plane coordinate yfp and trajectory angle φfp1582

of rays passing through the central sieve hole were used1583

to constrain the unknown offsets in the setup that affect1584

φbend. A systematic error in φbend can arise from horizon-1585

tal misalignments of the HMS quadrupoles relative to the1586

HMS optical axis, or from unknown offsets in ytar, yfp and1587

φfp. The mistunings were chosen for their sensitivities to1588

the various offsets. The first setting, denoted “DIPOLE”1589

(for “dipole-only”) involved turning off and “degaussing”1590

all three of the quadrupoles and obtaining data with only1591

the HMS dipole field. At this setting, the horizontal beam1592

position on target was varied in order to vary the φ an-1593

gle of scattered electrons passing through the central sieve1594

hole and to center the beam-target intersection point with1595

respect to the HMS optical axis. With no quadrupoles to1596

focus particles in the non-dispersive direction, small dis-1597

placements in ytar and/or φtar lead to large displacements1598

in yfp and φfp. The results of the horizontal beam po-1599

sition scan for the DIPOLE setting were used to set the1600

final, fixed beam position used for the other six settings,1601

which are as follows:1602

“Q1” Dipole and Q1 at their nominal settings, Q2 and1603

Q3 off.1604

“Q2” Dipole and Q2 at their nominal settings, Q1 and1605

Q3 off.1606

“Q3” Dipole and Q3 at their nominal settings, Q1 and1607

Q2 off.1608

“Q1R” Q1 set at 70% of its nominal current, all other1609

magnets at their nominal setpoints.1610
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Figure 30: Results of the HMS optics study in the non-dispersive plane. Correlations between measured and predicted offsets in yfp (left)
and φfp (right) for rays passing through the central sieve hole for the seven different mistunings of the HMS magnets. The predicted offsets
are computed from the best-fit quadrupole offsets and the first-order matrix elements computed for each tune from the HMS COSY model.

Since the best-fit result for φ
(total)
bend is consistent with zero, the COSY model was not updated and no changes to the spin transport coefficients

were made.

“Q2R” Q2 set at 70% of its nominal current, all other1611

magnets at their nominal setpoints.1612

“Q3R” Q3 set at 70% of its nominal current, all other1613

magnets at their nominal setpoints.1614

For each setting, the first-order forward transport coeffi-1615

cients (yfp|ytar), (yfp|φtar), (φfp|ytar), and (φfp|φtar), as1616

well as the coefficients (yfp|si) and (φfp|si) describing the1617

first-order deflections in y and φ due to horizontal displace-1618

ments si in quadrupole i, were computed using COSY. The1619

procedure for isolating events passing through the central1620

sieve hole is described at length in Ref. [7]. Restricting1621

the analysis to the central sieve hole minimizes deviations1622

from the central ray and the effects of higher-order coeffi-1623

cients. The coordinate ytar of the interaction vertex was1624

computed from the target foil position and the horizontal1625

beam position on target measured by the BPMs, account-1626

ing for the slight mispointing of the HMS optical axis with1627

respect to the “ideal” target position. The ray from the1628

vertex to the central sieve hole defines φtar. The foil po-1629

sition, the HMS pointing angle, and the horizontal spatial1630

mispointing of the HMS were all determined from a sur-1631

vey performed on the HMS at the location used for the1632

study. The known values of ytar and φtar, the measured1633

displacements yfp and φfp, and the first order HMS COSY1634

coefficients for each setting were used to determine the1635

quadrupole misalignments (s1, s2, s3) and the zero offsets1636

ytar0 and φfp0 . ytar0 represents a zero offset in the ytar posi-1637

tion of the intersection of the beam with the thin carbon1638

foil, and is treated as a free parameter in the fit due to the1639

uncertainty in the horizontal beam position; the target foil1640

and sieve hole positions are both known quite accurately.1641

φfp0 represents a possible angular offset of the HMS track1642

relative to the HMS optical axis. No explicit offsets in1643

φtar or yfp were included in the fit. A φtar offset would be1644

redundant with ytar0 and φfp0 . No yfp0 offset was allowed1645

because the study is insufficiently sensitive to a zero offset1646

in yfp to provide a more stringent constraint than even1647

the most conservative estimate of the accuracy with which1648

yfp is already known from surveys and previous optics cal-1649

ibration studies. The lack of sensitivity to yfp0 is due to1650

the large magnification in yfp of small offsets in ytar and1651

(especially) φtar. For example, in the “DIPOLE” setting,1652

the first order coupling (yfp|φtar) = 25.6 mm/mrad.1653

Instead, yfp0 was fixed at yfp0 = 0 mm in the fit. A 10-1654

mm uncertainty was assigned to yfp0 as a very conservative1655

estimate; the surveyed drift chamber positions in the HMS1656

detector hut have a nominal accuracy of about ±1 mm.1657

The uncertainty assigned to yfp0 only affects the fit result1658

via the relative weighting of the measured yfp and φfp1659

displacements in the χ2 calculation, and ∆yfp0 = ±10 mm1660

gives a fit result with a χ2/ndf close to one. Figure 30 sum-1661

marizes the results of the study. The “DIPOLE” setting1662

was studied for five different horizontal beam positions,1663

producing large variations in y and φ as the beam was1664

scanned across the target foil. The point at (yfp, φfp) ≈1665

(91 mm, 4.7 mrad) corresponds to a fairly extreme ray (ytar, φtar) ≈1666

(−4.6 mm, 2.6 mrad) passing through the central sieve hole,1667

and is the only measurement which deviates significantly1668

from the prediction of the first-order optics model using1669

the best-fit offsets. The fit results are not particularly1670

sensitive to this point in any case so it is included in the1671

fit nonetheless.1672

Table 2 shows the fit results for two different choices of1673

the uncertainty ∆yfp0 . In both cases, small, positive offsets1674

are favored for all three quadrupoles, including a notice-1675

able offset of about 3 mm for Q3. As shown in Fig. 30,1676

this Q3 offset is mainly driven by the deviation of the1677
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Table 2: Results of the HMS non-dispersive optics study, for two different uncertainties assigned to yfp0 . Fig. 30 shows the results for

∆yfp0 = ±10 mm. φ
(s)
bend is the total offset in the non-dispersive bend angle for the nominal HMS tune due to the best fit quadrupole

misalignments s1,2,3, while φtotalbend also includes the contributions of φfp0 and ytar0 . See text for details.

yfp0 ±∆yfp0 (mm) 0± 10 0± 2

φfp0 ±∆φfp0 (mrad) −0.05± 0.18 −0.03± 0.07
ytar0 ±∆ytar0 (mm) −0.3± 0.2 −0.3± 0.1
s1 ±∆s1 (mm) 0.8± 0.3 0.7± 0.1
s2 ±∆s2 (mm) 1.0± 0.7 1.1± 0.2
s3 ±∆s3 (mm) 2.7± 1.3 3.1± 0.8

φ
(s)
bend ±∆φ

(s)
bend (mrad) 0.16± 0.18 0.13± 0.07

φ
(total)
bend ±∆φ

(total)
bend (mrad) 0.12± 0.14 0.13± 0.08

χ2/ndf 22.2/21 35.1/21

measured y and φ positions for the Q3 setting from the1678

observed values for the “DIPOLE” setting at the same1679

horizontal beam position. Of more relevance than the in-1680

dividual offsets, however, is the implication of the results1681

for φbend. Table 2 shows the total offset in φbend for the1682

nominal HMS tune corresponding to the best-fit values of1683

the quadrupole offsets and the zero offsets φfp0 and ytar0 :1684

φ
(s)
bend =

∑

i

(φfp|si)si

φ
(total)
bend = φ

(s)
bend + φfp0 + (φfp|ytar)ytar0

+ [(φfp|φtar)− 1]
ysieve − ytar0

zsieve
, (12)

where ysieve and zsieve are the y and z positions of the1685

central sieve hole in TRANSPORT coordinates, respec-1686

tively. The quantity φ
(total)
bend represents the total trajectory1687

bend angle in the non-dispersive plane for the central ray1688

due to the quadrupole misalignments and the offsets ytar01689

and φfp0 . The significant correlations that exist among the1690

best-fit parameters are accounted for in the calculation of1691

the uncertainties ∆φ
(s)
bend and ∆φ

(total)
bend . Because the best-1692

fit quadrupole offsets are all in the same direction, and1693

because the first-order couplings (φfp|si) are positive for1694

Q1 and Q3 but negative for Q2, the resulting cumulative1695

deflection of the central ray due to these offsets is nonethe-1696

less quite small. Because the central value of φ
(total)
bend was1697

found to be consistent with zero, the COSY spin trans-1698

port model was not modified. The effect of the final un-1699

certainty ∆φbend = 0.14 mrad on the polarization transfer1700

observables was measured by shifting φtar in the analysis1701

by an amount ∆φtar = ∆φbend

|(φbend|φtar)| = 0.1 mrad, where1702

(φbend|φtar) ≈ −1.4 is the first order coupling between1703

φbend and φtar for the nominal tune.1704

The uncertainty in the dispersive bend angle θbend was1705

estimated using the Q2 = 5.2 GeV2 data. In the ideal1706

dipole approximation, the asymmetry AFPPx ∝ − sin(χ)1707

has a zero crossing at exactly 180 degrees. At Q2 = 5.21708

GeV2, the precession angle corresponding to the central1709
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Figure 31: Focal-plane normal asymmetry AFPPx vs. χ = γκpθbend,
for Q2 = 5.2 GeV2. The fit function is AFPPx = −A0 sin(χ − δ).
The zero-crossing angle in radians is χ0 ≡ π+ δ. The expected zero-
crossing angle based on the values of Pt and P` and the COSY spin
transport is (180.42± 0.02)◦.

momentum setting for the central ray is 177.2◦, and the1710

asymmetry crosses zero near the center of the acceptance.1711

The actual expected location of the zero crossing is slightly1712

different from 180◦ because of the slight mixing of Pt and1713

P` in AFPPx = −PeAy (Sx`P` + SxtPt). The expected zero1714

crossing angle χ̂0 = (180.42 ± 0.02)◦ was computed from1715

the COSY spin transport matrix elements and the ex-1716

tracted values of Pt and P`. Figure 31 shows the mea-1717

sured zero crossing of χ0 = (181.7± 0.9)◦. The difference1718

between the expected and measured zero-crossing angles,1719

while not statistically signficant, provides for a conser-1720

vative estimate of the systematic uncertainty ∆θbend ≡1721

∆χ0

γκp
= 3.2 mrad. The systematic effect of ∆θbend on Pt,1722

P` and R was measured by shifting θtar in the analysis by1723

∆θtar ≡ ∆θbend

|(θbend|θtar)| = 2.4 mrad, with (θbend|θtar) ≈ 1.331724

being the first-order coupling between θbend and θtar for1725

the nominal tune.1726

The systematic uncertainty in the percentage deviation1727

δ of the reconstructed proton momentum from the HMS1728

central momentum was estimated to be ∆δ = 0.14%, based1729
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on the observed variations of the offset of the elastic peak1730

position from zero in δpp among the various kinematics,1731

after accounting for the uncertainties in the beam energy,1732

the HMS central angle, the corrections for energy loss and1733

radiative effects, and all other contributions to the ob-1734

served “zero offset” of the elastic peak. The contribution1735

of ∆δ to ∆R is quite small except at Q2 = 2.5 GeV2,1736

ε = 0.15, for which it is comparable to the other contribu-1737

tions. The systematic uncertainty in ytar was estimated1738

to be ∆ytar = 0.4 mm based on the results of the non-1739

dispersive optical studies of the HMS described above. The1740

systematic uncertainties ∆ytar and ∆φtar are partially cor-1741

related due to the uncertainty in the horizontal beam posi-1742

tion during the optics calibration. The estimated correla-1743

tion coefficient is ρ∆φ∆y = −0.43. Because the correlation1744

between ∆y and ∆φ is negative, but the slopes dR
dy and1745

dR
dφ always have the same sign (see Tab. 3), the effect of1746

the correlation is to slightly reduce the magnitude of ∆R:1747

(∆R)2 = (dRdφ∆φ)2 +(dRdy ∆y)2 +2ρ∆φ∆y
dR
dφ

dR
dy ∆φ∆y. Sim-1748

ilarly, the uncertainties ∆θtar and ∆δ are positively cor-1749

related (ρ∆θ∆δ = +0.26). The derivatives dR
dδ and dR

dθ are1750

opposite in sign for all of the Q2 = 2.5 GeV2 data, leading1751

to a slight reduction in ∆R, but have the same sign for the1752

GEp-III kinematics14, leading to a slight increase in ∆R.1753

Table 3 shows the important contributions to the sys-1754

tematic uncertainty in the ratio R, which include those1755

related to the HMS optics and spin transport, the un-1756

certainty of the FPP scattering angle reconstruction, the1757

beam energy uncertainty, and the inelastic background1758

subtraction. For Q2 = 2.5 GeV2, the “point-to-point” sys-1759

tematic uncertainties are also shown. The contributions1760

to ∆Rsyst can be classified as either independent, meaning1761

the systematic errors in the underlying variables are totally1762

uncorrelated from one measurement to the next, or cor-1763

related, meaning that the uncertainties in the underlying1764

variables are global and independent of kinematics. The1765

beam energy uncertainty and the background subtraction-1766

related uncertainty are independent by this definition; nei-1767

ther the errors in the variables themselves nor their effects1768

on R are the same for different kinematics. The uncer-1769

tainties related to the reconstructed proton kinematics are1770

assumed to be the same for all kinematics, though their1771

effects on R can differ from point to point. This is a good1772

assumption in particular for Q2 = 2.5 GeV2, which used1773

the same HMS central momentum setting, and thus the1774

same magnetic field, for all three ε values. The three mea-1775

surements at Q2 = 2.5 GeV2 differ only in terms of the1776

HMS central angle, which affects neither the spin trans-1777

port nor the calculation of the event kinematics (since Q2
1778

is calculated from the proton momentum). Similarly, the1779

FPP alignment uncertainty is assumed to be the same for1780

all kinematics in terms of the plane-angle differences ∆θx1781

14The change in relative sign of dR
dδ

and dR
dθ

between Q2 = 2.5

GeV2 and the GEp-III data is likely related to the sign change of
sin(χ).

and ∆θy, but its effect on the FPP azimuthal angle re-1782

construction increases with Q2 as the accepted range of ϑ1783

shifts toward smaller angles. At Q2 = 2.5 GeV2, the FPP1784

angle reconstruction systematics are the same for all three1785

ε values.1786

The shifts ∆R resulting from the correlated systematic1787

contributions have the same sign for all three ε values at1788

2.5 GeV2, but somewhat different magnitudes as a result1789

of the different kinematic factors involved at each ε value.1790

The total systematic uncertainties in R are small for all1791

kinematics and comparable to the statistical uncertainties1792

at Q2 = 2.5 GeV2. The “point to point” systematic uncer-1793

tainty shown in Tab. 3 is defined as the quadrature sum of1794

the independent contributions and the differences in each1795

correlated contribution between the point in question and1796

the chosen “reference” point15 (〈ε〉 = 0.79 in Tab. 3). The1797

point-to-point systematic uncertainty for the relative vari-1798

ation of R with ε is quite small (about half the total sys-1799

tematic uncertainty in the worst case at 〈ε〉 = 0.15).1800

5.2. Systematics for P`/P
Born
`1801

The spin transport systematics affect the determina-1802

tion of P` quite a bit differently; in this case ∆θbend makes1803

an appreciable contribution to the total systematic uncer-1804

tainty ∆P`, while the effect of ∆φbend is negligible. In1805

contrast to R, P` has no direct sensitivity to the beam1806

energy, but is directly sensitive to the product PeAy of1807

the beam polarization and the analyzing power. For the1808

relative variation of P`/P
Born
` with ε, the beam polariza-1809

tion uncertainty ∆Pe = ±0.5% (point to point, relative)1810

is the dominant contribution. Table 4 shows the impor-1811

tant contributions to the systematic uncertainties in P`1812

and P`/P
Born
` . The ratio P`/P

Born
` is not a meaningful1813

quantity for the measurement at 〈ε〉 = 0.153, since it is1814

used to extract Ay under the assumption that P` = PBorn` .1815

The quoted systematic uncertainty ∆P syst` at the lowest ε1816

therefore includes only the contributions from the HMS op-1817

tics/spin transport, the FPP azimuthal angle reconstruc-1818

tion, and the inelastic background. The analyzing power is1819

subject to a global normalization uncertainty ∆Ay/Ay =1820

0.2% equal to the relative statistical uncertainty in P` at1821

〈ε〉 = 0.153. The quoted systematic uncertainties in P`1822

do not include the global uncertainty ∆Pe ≈ ±1% in the1823

beam polarization measurement. This is because a global1824

uncertainty in Pe is exactly compensated by the analyz-1825

ing power calibration; to the extent that the beam po-1826

larization is globally overestimated (underestimated), the1827

analyzing power is underestimated (overestimated) by the1828

same amount. All systematic uncertainty contributions1829

other than the beam polarization measurement and the1830

inelastic background subtraction are strongly correlated1831

among the three ε points, such that their contribution to1832

15The partially correlated ∆φ/∆y and ∆θ/∆δ contributions are
combined internally at each point before taking the differences with
the reference point.
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Table 3: Systematic uncertainty contributions for R = −K Pt
P`

= µp
G

p
E

G
p
M

. The total systematic uncertainty includes the effects of partial

correlations among the various systematic contributions, including ∆φtar and ∆ytar (correlation coefficient ρ∆φ∆y ≈ −0.43), and ∆θtar and

∆δ (correlation coefficient ρ∆θ∆δ ≈ +0.26). ∆Rtotalsyst is the total systematic uncertainty, while ∆Rptpsyst is the “point-to-point” systematic

uncertainty for Q2 = 2.5 GeV2 relative to the ε = 0.79 setting.

Nominal Q2 (GeV2) 2.5 2.5 2.5 5.2 6.8 8.5
〈ε〉 0.153 0.638 0.790 0.38 0.52 0.24

dR
dφtar

∆φtar −3.4× 10−3 −2.1× 10−3 −2.0× 10−3 −4.8× 10−3 −5.7× 10−3 -0.010
dR
dytar

∆ytar −2.0× 10−3 −1.2× 10−3 −1.2× 10−3 −2.9× 10−3 −3.9× 10−3 −7.7× 10−3

dR
dθtar

∆θtar −2.2× 10−3 −2.5× 10−3 −2.5× 10−3 1.4× 10−3 −5.0× 10−3 3.0× 10−3

dR
dδ ∆δ 5.8× 10−3 1.2× 10−3 9.0× 10−4 1.2× 10−3 −3.3× 10−6 2.5× 10−4

dR
dϕFPP

∆ϕFPP 4.1× 10−3 2.5× 10−3 2.4× 10−3 4.6× 10−4 −6.0× 10−3 −0.017
dR
dEe

∆Ee −1.8× 10−3 −1.1× 10−4 −5.6× 10−5 −1.9× 10−4 −8.3× 10−5 −1.4× 10−4

∆Rsyst(background) 3.5× 10−4 9.6× 10−5 9.9× 10−5 2.4× 10−3 1.6× 10−3 0.012
∆Rtotalsyst 7.9× 10−3 4.0× 10−3 3.9× 10−3 5.5× 10−3 9.7× 10−3 0.024

∆Rptpsyst 4.3× 10−3 2.3× 10−4 1.1× 10−4 N/A N/A N/A

Table 4: Systematic uncertainty contributions for P` and the ratio P`/P
Born
` at Q2 = 2.5 GeV2. The point-to-point systematic uncertainty

is calculated relative to the 〈ε〉 = 0.153 setting. The total systematic uncertainties in P` do not include the global uncertainty of ∆Pe ≈ 1% in
the beam polarization measurement. This is because any global overestimation (underestimation) of Pe is exactly compensated by an equal
and opposite underestimation (overestimation) of the polarimeter analyzing power Ay . See text for details.

Q2 (GeV2) 2.5 2.5 2.5
〈ε〉 0.153 0.638 0.790

dP`

dφtar
∆φtar 1.3× 10−4 1.6× 10−4 1.3× 10−4

dP`

dθtar
∆θtar 4.2× 10−3 3.2× 10−3 2.5× 10−3

dP`

dytar
∆ytar 8× 10−5 9× 10−5 8× 10−5

dP`

dδ ∆δ −2.5× 10−4 −1.8× 10−4 −1.4× 10−4

dP`

dϕFPP
∆ϕFPP −1.6× 10−4 −2.0× 10−4 −1.7× 10−4

∆P` (background) 8× 10−5 3× 10−5 2× 10−5

dP`

dAy
∆Ay N/A −1.5× 10−3 −1.2× 10−3

dP`

dPe
∆Pe N/A −3.7× 10−3 −2.9× 10−3

Total ∆P syst` 4.2× 10−3 5.1× 10−3 4.0× 10−3

Total ∆syst

(
P`

PBorn
`

)
N/A 7.0× 10−3 7.1× 10−3

∆ptp
syst

(
P`

PBorn
`

)
N/A 5.3× 10−3 6.1× 10−3
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Figure 32: Beam polarization database used for the final GEp-2γ
analysis, including the corrections described in Ref. [16]. Vertical
error bars indicate the point-to-point systematic uncertainty ∆Pe =
±0.5%. Horizontal “error bars” indicate the run ranges for which the
indicated value of the beam polarization is used. The horizontal axis
coordinate of each point represents the midpoint of the associated
run range. See text for details.

the relative ε dependence of P`/P
Born
` is very small. Since1833

the systematic uncertainty associated with the inelastic1834

background is essentially negligible, the beam polarization1835

measurement dominates the point-to-point systematic un-1836

certainty of P`/P
Born
` , as mentioned above.1837

On average, the beam polarization was measured us-1838

ing the Hall C Møller polarimeter [17] roughly once every1839

two days during the GEp-2γ experiment, and always after1840

any change in accelerator operating conditions affecting1841

the polarized beam delivery to Hall C. Because the beam1842

polarization measurement is invasive, it was not possible1843

to continuously monitor the beam polarization directly.1844

However, the stability of the beam polarization could be1845

monitored indirectly via the FPP asymmetry magnitude.1846

Figure 32 shows the beam polarization database used for1847

the final analysis of the GEp-2γ data as a function of1848

time, including the correction of the typographical error1849

discovered subsequent to the original publication, detailed1850

in Ref. [16]. Each Møller measurement performed during1851

the GEp-2γ experiment was assigned to an appropriate1852

range of data acquisition runs, after correcting for any in-1853

terceding changes to accelerator operating conditions that1854

affected the beam polarization, including, for example,1855

changes in the configuration of the Wien filter at the in-1856

jector that determines the initial and final orientation of1857

the electron spin, and changes in the quantum efficiency of1858

the accelerator photocathode resulting from changes in the1859

position of the laser spot on the photocathode. Typically,1860

the beam polarization during GEp-2γ was 85-86%. Fig-1861

ure 33 shows the time dependence of the ratio P`/P
Born
`1862

during the Q2 = 2.5 GeV2 running at all three ε val-1863

ues, extracted using the final beam polarization database1864

corrected as discussed in Ref. [16]. The data from each1865

kinematic setting are divided into run ranges correspond-1866
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Figure 33: Time dependence of P`/P
Born
` during the GEp-2γ ex-

periment. Data are 〈ε〉 = 0.153 (black circles), 〈ε〉 = 0.638 (red
squares), and 〈ε〉 = 0.790 (blue triangles). Data at each kinematic
setting are divided into bins based on the run ranges corresponding
to the unique beam polarization assignments shown in Fig. 32. In
contrast to Fig. 32, each point is plotted at the statistics-weighted
average run number of all events in the corresponding run range.

ing to the unique beam polarization assignments shown in1867

Fig. 32. The χ2/ndf values shown in Fig. 33 are based on1868

the quadrature sum of the statistical uncertainties of the1869

data and the point-to-point systematic uncertainty of the1870

Møller measurement, ∆Pe/Pe = ±0.5%. The extracted1871

ratio P`/P
Born
` is compatible with a constant at each ε1872

value. The stability of the extracted P`/P
Born
` as a func-1873

tion of time confirms the stability of the beam polarization1874

between Møller measurements and the overall accuracy of1875

the database.1876

6. Summary and Conclusions1877

This technical note has presented details of the de-1878

tector performance and the data analysis of the GEp-III1879

and GEp-2γ experiments that go beyond the scope of the1880

main body of the recent archival publication of both ex-1881

periments [1]. This detailed documentation, including the1882

performance of the detectors that were newly constructed1883

for these measurements, the lessons learned during the ex-1884

periment, and the details of the final systematic uncer-1885

tainty evaluation, will serve as a useful reference for future1886

Hall C data analyses in general, and for the planning and1887

optimization of future experiments using the polarization1888

transfer method and/or the High Momentum Spectrome-1889

ter in Hall C.1890
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